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in relation to investments, 261

acceding countries
agreeing to obligations which they cannot

implement, 212

accession
improving domestic policies and institutions,

193

as a process of negotiation on “terms to be
agreed,” 192

to WTO, 397

accession process, 194–197

introduction to, 191, 192

phases of, 194, 195

provisions on, 192–197

reform of, 215

accessions disciplines, 212–213

accessions policy
changes in, 198–199

accounting systems
introduced in North Korea, 361

ACP-EC Lome Convention of 1975, 340

ACTA (Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement), 52

actionable subsidy, 119, 378

ad hoc working party review system, end of, 230

ad valorem, products subject to, 339

adequate infrastructure lack of, 236

ADF
including suspension of antidumping (AD)

measures, 121

providing a definition for a developing country
member differentiating S&D treatment, 116,
117

“adverse selection”
form of, 40

adverse trade impact
on non-member developing countries,

310

Advisory Centre on WTO Law (ACWL)
establishment of, 173

Advisory Centre on WTO Law, 107

creation of regional, 173

expanding to render legal advice to developing
country members, 109

not gratis, 166

partially funded by developed country WTO
Members, 189, 190

Africa Growth and Opportunity Act, 126

African Advisory Center on WTO Law
proposal to create, 173

African LDCs
economic performance of, 346

export hampered for landlocked, 18

African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) regions,
340

countries considered as developing, 340

exports comparing poorly with other
developing countries, 341

free trade with EU, 202, 203

AGOA (African Growth and Opportunity Act)
impact on U.S.GSP-supported exports of

non-AGOA LDCs, 346

LDCs under, 343

as part of Trade and Development Act (TDA
2000), 342, 343
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AGOA Acceleration Act, 2004 (AGOA III),
343
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receiving U.S. GSP benefits, 346
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The Agreement on Development Facilitation
(ADF)

proposed, 116

Agreement on Government Procurement, 185, 186,
196, 197, 328

Agreement on Pre-shipment Inspection, 89, 90,
91–92, 94

Agreement on Safeguards, 115, 116, 266, 267

FTAs incorporating, 268

prohibiting gray-area measures, 252

Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT)
Agreement, 89, 90–91, 185

complying with, 186

as a separate freestanding agreement, 94

Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and
Phytosanitary Measures (SPS Agreement),
89, 90, 185

Agreement on a Trade-Related Aspect of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS
Agreement). See TRIPS Agreement

Agreement on Trade-Related Investment
Measures. See TRIMs Agreement

agricultural export, role for developing countries,
236

agricultural exporting developing countries
results for, 139

agricultural issues
as; “Achilles heel” for the WTO and FTA, 256

agricultural products
applying more restrictive rules to, 237

coverage extended to all sensitive, 338

exemption from ban on quantitative
restrictions, 144

imported from developing countries, 340

agriculture
developing countries offers to make

concessions, 156

exclusion from the ambit of GATT, 144

in FTA trend against exclusion, 256

liberalization, U.S. aggressive approach to, 149

negotiations, Uruguay Round, 152

support programs of U.S. and EEC, 140, 141

aid
not a lasting solution to poverty, 8

Aid for Trade program, 180

aid workers, 19

Alien Income Tax Law, 357

alliances
in the form of G20 on agriculture and NAMA

11 on industrial tariffs, 159, 160

formed by small developing states in
multilateral trade negotiations, 189, 190

allocation of resources
between labor enforcement activities, 283

anticompetitive conducts
measures against, 264

Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA), 52

antidumping (AD)
abuse of, 121, 122

application of, 122

applied by developing countries, 121

applying against “dumped imports,” 121

arbitrariness in rules, 121, 122

causing a critical problem to trade of
developing countries, 122, 123

disputes, 40, 41

duties, abolishing, 268

as equivalent of; equivalent of “nuclear weapon
in the armory of trade policy,” 122, 123

exports from developing countries as primary
target of, 121

measures imposed on non-WTO Members,
193, 194

of primary importance to developing countries,
268, 269

replacing with competition rules, 268, 269

targeting inexpensive products, 122, 123

Anti-Dumping Agreement
changes proposed by the U.S. to, 155

Antigua and Barbuda
liberalization of Internet gaming, 43, 44

representation in Online Gambling, 166, 167

apparel imports
into U.S. from AGOA countries, 343

Appellate Body
decisions on whether a WTO Member can

exclude imports, 266

ruling on imports coming from WTO
Members, 266

Applicants
demands on, 196, 197

strategies during negotiations, 196

APQLI (Augmented Physical Quality of Life),
335

arbitral panel
referral to, 269

Argentina Footwear Case, 266, 267

armed conflicts
in LDCs, 10

Article XXIV
issue of how to interpret, 254

ASEAN countries
entering into FTAs, 247, 248

Asian Development Bank
multilateral aid funneled through, 187, 188

WTO accession element, 186

Asian Tigers, graduation of, 349

associated Membership, 211, 212
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association
freedom of, 279

asymmetric bargaining positions
during negotiation process, 237, 238

asymmetric development
in China, 330

asymmetric positions
of parties negotiating agreements, 238, 239

attorneys’ fees
reimbursement of, 174

Augmented Physical Quality of Life (APQLI), 335

Australia
advocating trade liberalization, 187, 188

role for microtrade, 16

Australia-New Zealand Agreement, 268

automatic injunction, against generic
competition for evergreening claim, 64

automobile policy
amended by Indonesia, 42

Autonomous Trade Measures (ATMs), for
Western Balkan beneficiary countries, 341

“backbone services”
improvements to regulation of, 193

balance
between developed and developing countries

in international trade regime, 161

balance-of-payment (BOP)
trade measures for, 112

“Bananas Case”
decisions rendered by GATT panels in, 231, 232

Bangladesh
paying more tariffs on exports to U.S. than

France, 397

Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers & Exporters
Association (BKMEA), 18

Bangladesh, tariffs on goods exported to the U.S.,
344

Barbados Programme of Action
implementation of, 181

bargaining power
inequality of, 260

Bartels, Lorand, 97, 290

“behind the border” measures, 40

beneficiary developing countries (BDCs), 341,
342

Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary
and Artistic Works (1886), 53

Bhutan
compared to Samoa, 318

bilaterial competition policy agreements, 264

bilateral investment treaties (BITs), 29

dispute settlement procedures, 269

increasing number, 246, 247

national treatment in favor of foreign investors,
123, 124

number of, 299

procedures in, 269–270

provisions effecting IPRs in, 58

regulating FDI, 299

bilateral RTAs, 238, 239

bilateral trade arrangements, 297, 298

bilateral trade negotiations
difference in bargaining power, 249

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 24

Bilsky v. Kappos, Supreme Court ruling on, 58

binding
all tariffs, 196, 197

binding concessions, 113, 117

binding nature
of the DSM, 162, 163

Blair House Agreement
rejected by France, 154

Bolar (early working) provision, 67, 68

Bonner, Commissioner Robert C., 83

border adjustment measures
imposing, 171, 172

border administration, 81, 92

border measures
economic burden on developing countries, 82

border security
wider negotiations, 99, 100

bound tariffs
allowing developing countries to raise, 144

Brazil
against U.S. Cotton Subsidies, 166, 167

challenging U.S. subsidies for cotton
producers, 44, 45

in debate over intellectual property rights and
access to medicines, 172

exhibiting internal geographic heterogeneity,
331

participating less in WTO dispute settlement,
164

threatening cross-retaliating, 168

utilizing industry financial support, 166, 167

WTO dispute resolution, 400

in WTO dispute settlement, 165

Brazil, inequalities among states, 322

Brazilian Charter
on the most-favoured-nation (MFN) principle,

143

proposed for ITO, 136

BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India, and China), 164,
172

British Commonwealth, 252, 253

Brittan, Sir Leon, 154, 155

Bule, James, 187
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bundle of rights, 280, 281

burden of enforcement
falling on complainant, 167

bureaucratization
of GSP schemes, 351

Bush administration
end of, 154

business enterprises
private drive for, 372

business management systems
introduced in North Korea, 361

business method patents, 58, 59, 62, 63

Cairns Group, 149

Cambodia
tariffs on goods exported to the U.S., 344

transition periods granted to, 185

implementation problems following accession,
186

Canada
forestry policy, 376

capacity building, 107, 144, 214

capital transfers
authorization of uninhibited, 305

Caribbean Basin Trade Partnership Act
(CBTPA), 342

Cartel Working Groups
of the ICN, 273

Case Concerning Pulp Mills on the River
Uruguay, 294

CCT (Common Custom Tariff), 339

CDR
under international environmental law, 33

ceilings
as too tight, 115, 116

central governments
failing politically weak groups, 326

“certain enterprises”
subsidy “specific” to, 383

Chang, Ha-Joon, 300, 301, 374

child labor
abolition of, 279

Chile-EU Swordfish dispute, 39

China
allowing private ownership of corporations,

372

as a developing country, 322–325, 337, 392, 400

disparities within, 323

economic reform policy as a model for North
Korea, 366

first countervailing duty (“CVD”) investigation
against imports from, 384

government engaged in industrial facilitation,
308, 309

Hong Kong–style special economic region
right by its border, 362

North Korean dependency on, 361, 362,
369

as recipient of FDI, 308, 309, 392

reluctant to bring cases in WTO, 164

special economic zones, 366

status as a developing country, 330

support of North Korea, 365

using dispute settlement system, 171

Chinese economy, transitional nature of,
323

Christmas Décor Producers and Exporters
Association, of the Philippines (CDPEAP),
18

CITES (Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species), 45

Civil Code
in North Korea, 371

claimed invention, as obvious, 58

classical international trade rules
developing countries and, 396

classical trade theories
elimination of trade barriers, 300, 301

classification method
of certification by a third party, 23

climate change policies
affecting developing countries, 172

climate change, impact on imbalance, 171–172

Clinton, William (Bill), 24, 155

Club of Paris debt renegotiation
EU support in, 168

Code of Civil Procedure
in North Korea, 371

Code of Civil Remedy
in North Korea, 371

Code of the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea, 357

collective bargaining
right to, 279

commercial barriers
facing exports from developing countries, 136,

137

commercial operators, publicizing sensitive
commercial information, 16

commercial supply chain participants
giving preferred status to, 84, 85

Committee on Regional Trade Agreements
(CRTA), 230, 231

Committee on Trade and Development (CTD)
described, 107

elevating to full Council status, 81, 82

elevation of, 127

monitoring progress, 144, 145
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committees
assisting with needs of developing countries,

109

Council for Trade and Development
instituting and supervising, 111

common but differentiated responsibilities,
29

Common Custom Tariff (CCT), 339

common rules of origin
comparison of, 258

commulation of origin arrangements, 239,
240

communist economic planning
limits of central, 371

communities
greater roles for, 332

compelling reasons
excusing developed country from

commitments, 114

compensatory adjustment
offered by the modifying member, 112,

113

Competition Advocacy Working Group
of the ICN, 273

competition law
applying to control dumping, 268

enforcement by way of FTAs, 265

exceptions, TRIPS flexibilities allowing for,
71

strict application not consistent with needs of
developing countries, 265

competition policy, 263–265

enforcement agencies, 273

competitive need limits (CNL), 342, 349

competitive structure
“locking” existing, 251

compulsory compensation, 174

compulsory licenses
assisting development, 69, 71

effects of, 66

import and export of drugs under, 67

issuing under Article 31, 71

leading to reprisals, 66, 67

as part of developmental strategy, 66, 67

promoting efficient use of, 67

compulsory or forced labor
elimination of, 279

concessions
benefits of, 56

developing countries and, 137–142

developing countries lack of participation in,
132–133

requested during accession negotiations,
184

conflict rule
of the Vienna Convention, 97, 98

consensus
developing countries in favor of, 136

constraining development disputes, 41,
42

constructed cost, 121

constructivist approach, 93, 94

consulation
between disputing parties in BITs, 269

consumption levels, 105

consumption tax
in SIDS, 183, 184

Container Security Initiative (CSI), 83, 84, 86

compared to granting of visa applications at an
embassy, 95, 96

developing and least developed countries left
out of, 86

ports, advantages over non-CSI ports, 87

requiring official actions within foreign
territory, 95, 96

Contonou Agreement, 285, 286, 340

contractual breaches and enforcement
procedures, 372

Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES), 45

“Core International Human Rights Instruments,”
290

corporations
China allowing private ownership of, 372

owned by state in North Korea, 371

World Trade Organization (WTO) perceived
as representing, 109

corruption
economic development and, 241

effects of, 241

reducing, 193

costs
minimization of for microtrade, 14, 15

“costs follow the event” rule, 174

Council for Trade and Development (CTD),
127

case for elevating, 108–109

role of the proposed, 109–111

Council for Trade in Goods, 230, 231

Council for Trade in Services, 229, 277, 278,
286–288, 289–292

Council of the European Union, Council
Regulation (EC) No 732/2008, 55, 252, 288

counterfeiting
stronger laws against, 54, 55

counter-terrorism security measures, 99

countervailing duties (CVDs), 119

countervailing measure disputes, 40, 41
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countries
differentiating between middle-income and

least developed, 163, 164

disparity of resources for individual, 165, 166

diversity existing within, 318, 319

excluding business methods as patentable
subject matter, 63

maximizing economic development, 50, 51

poorer beginning new millennium than in
1990, 10

reality of development within, 317, 318

Court of International Trade
Bethlehem Steel Case, 382

credit history, of North Korea, 375

“creeping expropriation,” 262

criteria
for a subsidy, 378

cross-border movement
of labor, 150

CRTA (Committee on Regional Trade
Agreements), 230, 231

CSI. See Container Security Initiative (CSI)
CTD. See Committee on Trade and

Development (CTD)
C-TPAT (Customs-Trade Partnership Against

Terrorism)
ISPS certification accepted, 84, 85

Cultural Revolution, 322

“Cumulation” allowance
in EU preferential schemes, 252

currency reform
failure of in North Korea, 364

customs administration
moving away from securitized climate, 99

customs enforcement
security as traditional responsibility of, 82

customs problems, correcting in LDCs, 20

customs unions
applying same duties and trade restrictions to

products of third parties, 228

authorized under GATT XXIV, 21

conditions for forming, 253

defining, 253

formation leading to an increase of bound
duties, 228, 229

formation of, 231

Customs Valuation Agreement
transition period to implement, 184 184

CVD application
extending to foreign investment policies, 377

CVDs (countervailing duties), 119

database protection, enhanced in Europe, 61

DDA. See Doha Development Agenda (DDA)

de facto specificity, 379, 381

de jure specificity, 378

Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work, 281

Declaration on the Promotion of Trade of Less
developed Countries (December 1961),
139

Declaration on the Right to Development,
292

defense-oriented economy
in North Korea, 364

defensive development disputes, 41, 44, 45

delays
in first substantive phase, 195

demand
matching with supply, 16–18

Department of Commerce of the United States
(USDOC)

determination on “Two Free, Three Half ”
program, 389, 393

disagreeing with GOC, 388

finding de jure specificity, 388

initiating a CVD investigation on imports of
coated free sheet (“CFS”) paper from China,
384

not providing any economic rationale or other
legitimate policy considerations, 388

policy on specificity of “Two Free, Three Half”
program, 384

position on “Two Free, Three Half” program,
388

ruling on “Two Free/Three Half” program,
377

developed and developing countries
legally differential relations between, 33

developed countries
antidumping measures, 268, 269

assisting developing countries with
development, 144

attempting to raise standards through bilateral
or regional FTAs, 56, 57

connecting development policy with
self-interest, 326

copyright interests in, 54

elements of microtrade, 15

engaging in a “divide and conquer” strategy,
249

entering into more and more North–South
RTAs, 399

FTAs to circumvent rights of developing
countries, 309, 310

liberalizing external trade with, 235

maintaining high tariff rates during
development, 304, 305
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multiple forums for dispute settlement, 271,
272

not always at advantage in terms of resources,
166, 167

possessing greater persuasive force, 169,
170

pressure of domestic groups within, 238

refusal to fully engage or to respond to
negotiating proposals, 142

regarding GATT as their “property,” 135

responsibility to meet development goals, 107,
108

selling goods from developing countries, 15

technical assistance programs pursuing their
own interests, 204, 205

developed-country members
excusing from commitments set out in Article

XXXVIII, 114

maintaining trade margins for developing
country members, 114

reluctant to provide extensive S&D treatment,
117

developing and least developed countries
left out of CSI, 86

developing countries
acquiring Internet access wirelessly, 18

as active participants in ITO negotiations, 136

addressing development situation and needs,
146

adopting differential corporate income tax
codes, 391

agreeing to tariff bindings, 118

allowing successful to get back expenses, 173,
174

allowing to regulate foreign investment, 262,
263

arguing for development situations and
interests, 130, 131

assessment of role in Uruguay Round, 151, 153,
156–157

assisting with building capacities of, 111

attempting to increasing exports through FTAs,
252

attracting FDI, 299

attracting foreign investment, 307

availability of separate dispute settlement
procedures in an FTA as a burden, 271,
272

becoming technology innovators, 51, 52

bringing a WTO dispute to be most
cost-effective response, 170, 171

building bargaining power, 132

burdened by obligations over alleged
infringements of labor rights, 284

burdens assumed by in regard to particular
human rights, 286, 288

categorization of, 206–210

category of, 33

compelled to make concessions by developed,
118, 119

concessions and, 137–142

concessions in the Tokyo Round, 142

contracting with private entities for
preshipment inspections, 91

creating network of computerized information
centers in, 107

dealing with new approaches in border
administration, 81, 82

debating concepts of reciprocity and MFN, 158,
159

defining, 320, 321

definition of, 321

delaying launching of Uruguay Round, 147,
148

determining appropriate IP policy, 60

determining eligibility for SDT, 206

development of imports from, 89

different categories of, 164

at different levels of development, 206, 207

differential and preferential treatment for, 114,
115

differentiating between, 288, 289

difficulties in exporting from, 401

diminished capacity to use rules-based dispute
settlement, 29

disadvantage in negotiating FTAs with
developed countries, 249

as dispute-averse, 40

economically potent, 164

effective means of retaliation, 168

enforcing WTO rulings, 163

excluded from participation in GATT,
133

facilitating economic development of, 105

facing greater difficulties in bringing cases and
enforcing rulings in WTO dispute
settlement, 163

failure to effect changes in GATT, 136, 137

in favor of consensus, 136

focus on special and differential treatment,
133–134, 142–146

forming effective coalitions on IP with the EC
and Japan, 152, 153

giving more compliance time, 115

giving more than they got in the Uruguay
Round, 147

groups seeking recognition for special
difficulties, 207, 208
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developing countries (cont.)
high indirect costs to enforce WTO rulings,

169–170

under immense pressure to agree to increased
standards, 72

influencing direction of international IPRs
protection, 53, 54

influencing process of negotiations, 151

inheriting an imbalanced outcome from the
Uruguay Round, 157

initiation of complaints by, 43

islands of prosperity and stagnation within, 317,
318

joining GATT remaining as by-standers, 131,
132

lack of leverage to enforce WTO rulings,
167–168

lack of participation in exchange of
concessions, 132–133

lack of participation in WTO processes, 127

lack of resources, 164–167

less able to incur implementation costs, 291

less likely to be complainants under WTO,
173

linkages between trade, foreign investment, and
competitiveness in, 235

linking trade preferences to respect for human
rights, 286, 288

maintaining a flexible tariff structure, 112

majority of WTO Members as, 180

as more likely destinations for LPPs, 14

need to diversify economic structure in, 113

negotiating opening of developed country
markets, 145

not able to grant reciprocal tariff cuts, 135

number involved in GATT, 134

operating from the perspective of TRIPs, 52

opposing the Uruguay Round, 148

opposition to inclusion of IPRs into the GATT,
56

participating in each stage of Uruguay Round
negotiations, 157

participation in tariff concessions, 158

passive and defensive role in GATT, 131–132

playing an active role but largely ignored, 142

playing an active role in negotiations on ITO,
158

playing leading roles in GATT, 400

policy implications to, 391–393

policy space for, 400

position enhanced in multilateral or global
trade forums, 238, 239

position within the WTO, 81, 82

preferences for, 145

preserving ability to adopt trade-related
development policies, 259, 260

as principal suppliers, 137, 138

producers associations in, 18

products of interest excluded from
liberalization, 138

proliferation of FTAs and interests of, 249–252

promoting IPRs as a developmental tool, 63, 64

protectionism by, 118

provisions of ‘technical assistance’ to, 204–206

pushed to sign an FTA with developed
countries, 257

qualifing for special incentive arrangements,
286

rainbow of styles and characters, 318

rediscovering role in GATT, 130–160

regulatory advantage in formation of FTAs, 256

relying on low production costs, 239, 240

representing an extremely wide spectrum, 206,
207

requiring protection of interests of, 115

resisting path to over protection, 72, 73

retaliating by decreasing development aid, 170

retaliation on developed country as a ‘pinprick,’
167, 168

role in GATT, 134–137

role in launching Uruguay Round, 147

role in the current Doha Round, 159, 160

role in WTO dispute settlement system, 400

role launching of Uruguay Round, 147

role of agricultural export, 237

RTAs among, 229, 230

satisfactory definition of, 33, 34

scholars advocating protectionist policies for,
161, 162

SDT for, 200, 210

shaping agenda of GATT, 148, 149

shaping agenda of the Uruguay Round, 159

shaping and formulating IP and developing
policy, 61–71

share of world merchandise exports, 119

shifting to a more active search for solutions,
151

special and differential treatment, 89, 145

struggling to formulate a coherent strategy, 59

tariff preferences for, 397

technological differences between, 52

thinking twice before bringing a WTO
complaint, 169, 170

trade and development issues concerning, 108

trade preferences to, 336

trade protection important for, 302, 303

in an unequal position, 200, 201

urban populations in, 320
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urbanization taking place in, 320

USDOC’s determination on “Two Free, Three
Half” program having negative impact on,
393

use of WTO dispute settlement than others,
163, 164

using IPRs to developmental advantage, 64, 65

as victims, 132

willing to forgo retaliation, 168

with established export processing zones, 282

with smaller home market, 234

in the world trade system, 29

world trading system benefiting or not, 161, 162

WTO assistance to, 107

WTO dispute settlement from the perspective
of, 161–175

developing country complainants (or defendants)
giving opportunity to recover legal expenses,

173

developing country goods, allowing duty-free
access for, 319

developing country members
commitments of, 111

modifying Schedule Concessions, 113

developing country status
no clear criteria for establishing, 206, 207

as self-declaratory, 116, 117

developing economies
tending to diversify, 300, 301

“developing” regions
in developed countries, 326

developing-region status
identification of, 327

development, 29

defined, 304

differential or asymmetric inter-state within
countries, 317, 318

disputes affecting, 34–36

extending beyond economic considerations,
293

free trade and, 300–305

functional, integrated approach to, 36

having social and human dimensions, 293

as invoked in context of GSP arrangements,
278, 279

meaning of, 395

as a process, 36

reclaiming in WTO disciplines, 107, 111–126

right to, 294

of the weakest and most vulnerable, 33

development agenda
setting, 109

development assistance policy implementation,
110

“development dilemma”
as a short-term problem, 51, 52

development disputes
assessing impact of, 45–46

constraining, 41–42

defensive, 44–45

between developing countries and developed
countries, 33

as disputes affecting development, 34–36

enabling, 43–44

in international trade, 29–46

not strictly involving development law, 35

settled in the WTO, 41

settling by softer means, 46

sustainable, 45

transcending developing/developed country
disputes over differential treatment, 33–34

transcending international development law,
31–32

development facilitation
agreement on, 116–117

development heterogeneity
within countries, 317, 318

development initiatives, 11, 12, 118

development interests, 1, 109

development issues
in WTO disputes, 46

“development law”
defining, 36

“development need”
concept of, 293

development policy
applying to regions, 326

applying to states as whole, 318, 319

constraining a state’s, 41

defining, 35, 36

effects on competition, 37

increasing effectiveness of, 41

inefficient application of, 319

lack of consensus on legitimate, 38

development potential
sacrificing, 305

development procisions
in the GATT, 143, 144

the “development round,” 108

“development” vagueness, 30

“development . . . needs”
broad scope of, 291

developmental IP strategy, 60, 61

“Development-Facilitation Subsidy” (DFS), 119,
120

“Development-Facilitation Tariff” (DFT), 118, 119

differential treatment, 34

Dillon Round (1960–1961), 139–140
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direct investment
promotion of, 250

disadvantage regions, assistance to, 328

discrimination
absence or elimination of substantially all, 229

claim of prohibited between countries, 329

depending on identification of a relevant
“development need,” 291

in favor of developing countries, 200

discriminatory treatment
involved in FTAs, 248

diseases
killing millions of people in LDCs, 10

disparities
in China, 322

dispute resolution process
absence of fair and effective in North Korea,

363, 364

dispute settlement, 30–31, 269, 272

dispute settlement procedures
categories provided in an FTA, 270, 271

different between FTAs and the WTO, 271

in FTAs, 270–272

in FTAs and BITs, 262, 263

‘hollowing out’ WTO’s, 213, 214

incorporated in BITs, 271

incorporated into many FTAs, 259

short deadlines in, 165, 166

types of, 270

Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU)
Article 19.2 of, 97

Article 23 of, 271

claims based on WTO covered agreements, 94,
95

high compliance rates with, 194

review, 174

in the WTO, 93

disputes
relating to economic development policy,

36–38

relating to rights-based development policy,
38–39

relating to sustainable development policy,
39–40

distribution cost
of microtrade, 13

diversification
limited for SIDS, 188

diversity
among developing countries, 318

existing within countries, 318, 319

divestment
of FDI always possible, 307

Doha Declaration, 180

Doha Development Agenda (DDA), 106, 180

adoption of, 1

emphasis on development, 25

issues addressed by, 108

trade-related issues relevant to small and
vulnerable economies, 181

working groups, 107, 108

Doha Development Round
WTO as a development organization and, 45,

46

Doha mandate, 159

Doha Ministerial Conference
several mentions of accessions process, 198

Doha Ministerial Declaration, technical
assistance provisions, 205

Doha Round, 1

agenda, 121, 122

agricultural negotiations, 170

core agenda, 106

developing countries playing an active role, 130

negotiations on trade facilitation, 91, 92

number of developing countries in, 134

ongoing negotiations within, 331

still stalemated, 246, 247

Doha Round Work Programme
recognizing concerns of SIDs, 208

Doi Moi policy
in Vietnam, 365, 366

domestic industry, 37, 166, 167, 254

domestic institutions
pivotal role of, 241

domestic market
of China, 366

domestic protectionism
in GSP schemes, 351

domestic protectionist interests
political cover against, 196

domestic sale, costs associated with, 13

domestic subsidies, 380

donations
not a lasting solution to poverty, 8

donors
imposing increasingly stringent conditions, 201,

202

Drug Enforcement Conditions
in European Countries, 349, 350

drug regime, 337

DSU. See Dispute Settlement Understanding
(DSU)

duality of norms
principle of, 33

dumped imports, 121

dumping, defined, 121

dumping margins, specific determination of, 121
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Dunkel, Arthur, 146, 154

Dunkel Text, 154

“duty to cooperate for development,” 32

Dynamic Random Access Memory
Semiconductors (DRAMS), 43

earning
for LDC producer from microtrade, 13

earning from domestic sale
of LPP, 13

East Asian countries
effect of trade performances, 335

moving beyond poverty successfully, 11, 12

successful development cases of, 302, 303

eBay Inc. v. MercExchange L.L.C, 58, 59

EC (European Community)
approach to the Services negotiations at UR,

150

failure to make detailed proposals on
agriculture, 153

haggling with U.S. over the Services package,
154, 155

more detailed proposal on agriculture, 152

pressuring developing countries in UR, 157

resisting pressures to liberalize highly
protectionist agriculture policies, 149

EC Tariff Preference Case, 329

economic actors
protectionist pressures by private, 37

Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC),
reviewing list of LDCs, 7

economic and social development
impact of law on, 1

economic balance of power
changes in, 172–173

economic case
for microtrade, 26

economic crises
threatening internal stability in North Korea,

364, 365

economic development
absence of a government better than presence

of a repressive LDC government, 12

achieving through export, 8, 9

connection with intellectual property (IP), 49,
50

defined, 304

difficulties with promoting in LDCs, 10, 11

disparities, existing, 200, 201

disputes, 36, 37

of East Asian countries, 25

history of South Korea’s, 368

as an important global issue, 105

new model for North Korea, 365–369

not achieved solely by aid, 24

promoting through trade, 90

providing LDC populations with economic
capacities, 8

with a significantly impoverished base, 322

economic development policy
challenged as incompatible with WTO

obligations, 41, 42

disputes relating to, 36, 38

economic disputes
for reasons not related to development, 37

economic globalization
impact on state policy autonomy, 393

economic growth
driving East Asian countries out of poverty, 11,

12

factors contributing to, 50, 51

economic heterogeneous states
development needs of, 402

economic indicators
development as measured by, 36, 37

“Economic Integration” agreements in services,
229

Economic Management Improvement Measures.
See July 1 Measures

Economic Partnership Agreements (EPA), 246,
340

additional necessary elements, 234

between ACP regions and EU, 202, 203

Economic Planning Board (EPB)
in South Korea, 369

economic realities
of North Korea, 366, 367

economic reform policies
in North Korea in the 1990s, 357

economic reforms
RTAs enhancing credibility of, 236

economic vulnerability criterion, 358

for LDCs, 7

Economic Vulnerability Index (EVI), 7, 329, 335,
358

economic zones
building additional special, 361

economies in transition, 206

economies of scale
difficulty achieving, 188

impact of, 240

requiring mass production capacities, 12

tendency of per-unit costs to decrease as
production scale increase, 234

EC-Tariff Preferences decision, 209, 210

EC-Tariff Treatment on Imports of Citrus from
Certain Countries in the Mediterranean
Region, 231
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Ecuador, 166, 167, 168

EEC. See European Economic Community
(EEC)

EEC-Finland Free Trade Agreement, 153

Working Party examining, 255, 256

efficacy-based criticisms
of U.S. measures, 285

efficacy concerns, 295

EFTA countries, costs of documentation and
administration of origin rules, 348

Egypt
dropping out of the U.S.-led coalition, 169

emergency
meaning of the reference to, 93, 94

emission allowances
allocating discriminatory or for free, 171, 172

Emmerson, Andrew, 93, 94

employment and occupation
elimination of discrimination in respect of, 279

Enabling Clause, 21, 22, 89, 114, 115

Article 2(c), 230

Article 3(a), 230

authorizing differential treatment toward
developing countries, 337

development needs and, 292

discrimination prohibited by, 291

footnote 3 as a binding legal obligation, 209,
210

of GATT, 145–146, 349

granting preferential access, 201, 202

GSP arrangements complying with legal
requirements of, 288

on GSPs, 337

less demanding requirements from GATT and
GATS, 229, 230

obligation of non-reciprocity in relation to
trade preferences, 289, 290

paragraph (d) special authorizing special
treatment to LDCs, 1, 22

as part of GATT 1994, 201

providing developing assistance provisions, 114,
115

referring to GATT, 94

relaxing requirement of “substantially all of
trade,” 256

requirement of non-discriminatory preferences,
349, 350

as a tool for development, 399

on treatment of development countries, 288

enabling development disputes, 41, 43–44

enforcement activities
requiring action or authorization of country of

export, 95

enforcement characteristics of institutions, 241

Enterprise Income Tax Law of China (“EITL”)
2008, 387

enterprises
characterizing as a group, 388

characterizing as specific, 382

environment and labor standards
requirement of, 305

environment sustainability
of development policy, 39

environmental change, 188

environmental policy
of a developed country, 45

investment disputes relating to, 39

environmental protection
high standard imposed on developing

countries, 250

environmental regulations
imposed on a developing country, 250

equity
as a question for developing countries

negotiating FTAs, 248

“erosion of preferences”
minimizing, 339

Ethiopian Horticulture Producers and Exporters
Association (EHPEA), 18

EU-Bananas dispute
response to, 202, 203

European Communities–Conditions for the
Granting of Tariff Preferences to Developing
Countries, 277, 278, 286

European Community (EC). See EC (European
Community)

European Economic Community (EEC)
new export subsidies to challenge, 148

obtaining an exception for its emerging
common external tariff, 139

European exporters, countering illicit trade
practices, 55

European Union (EU)
adding policy/political conditions, 398

competition policy, 263, 264

costs of participating in a WTO dispute as
fixed, 166

dispute settlement procedures, 270

“Everything-but-Arms” (EBA) initiative, 126

filing a complaint against Australian quarantine
regime as a tit-for-tat move, 169

graduation process, 349

GSP regulations, 347

GSP schemes of, 337, 341

having largest number of WTO disputes, 164,
165

importing more agricultural products from
developing countries, 340
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imports from ACP countries compared to GSP
schemes or EBA, 340, 341

legal framework, 332

legislation imposing new sustainability
requirements for biofuels and bioliquids, 171,
172

more reluctant to impose WTO-authorized
retaliatory measures against the U.S., 168

non-GSP preferential schemes, 340

pushing to become a member of the ACWL,
173

recent initiatives, 285–295

regional groups benefiting from regional
cumulation, 340

rules of origin principles for GSP products, 252

scheme for database protection, 61

structural advantage in WTO dispute
resolution, 400

trade agreements concluded by, 226

evergreening, 64

“Everything-but-Arms (EBA)” initiative, 338

by European Union, 21, 23

as a positive step towards achieving WTO
objective, 23

exceptions
to owner rights, 66–68

exemption clauses
justifying breaches of WTO law, 92

exhaustion
of IPRs, 65–66

pro-competition approach to, 65

export facilitation
with trade protection, 304

export industries, providing employment
opportunities in East Asian countries, 25

export subsidies, 119

affecting trade differently, 380

deemed to be specific, 379

export, as an, 9

export-driven economic development model
as applicable for North Korea, 367

exporting country
covering scanning costs, 86

“export-oriented development policy,” 8, 9

expropriation, 262

extensions
as too small, 115, 116

external commitment
by establishment of a RTA, 235, 236

external markets
lack of for North Korea, 364

externalities
harming or impeding economic development,

44

extraterritoriality
issues of, 95

regulating to protect vital interest, 95

Facebook, method for displaying a news feed,
58

fact-finding
by WTO Members, 195

fair and equitable treatment principle, 261

fair trade movement, in context of microtrade, 15

FCN, between France and the United States
(1778), 53

feeder programs
leading to employment within WTO system,

400

FIE Tax Law, 386

Fiji
commitments in one subsector, 185

Interim Economic Partnership Agreements
with European Union, 203

Economic Partnership Agreements, 202, 203

graduating from developing to developing
country status, 207, 208

financial assistance
enabling participation of developing countries

in WTO, 127

financing
of LPPs, 19–20

Finger, Michael, 131, 132, 213, 214

first substantive phase
of the accession process, 195

fixed costs
WTO disputes as for U.S. and EU, 166

flexibilities
as part of an IP framework for development,

73

food crisis
in North Korea, 359, 373

food supply
growth of world’s, 395

foregone earning
from other economic opportunities, 14

foreign capital
contributing to China’s economic

development, 392

foreign direct investment (FDI), 123

capacity to attract, 235, 236

developed countries receiving, 307

high standard imposed on developing
countries, 250

increased IPRs leading to increased, 69

increases in, 298, 299

majority available to developed communities,
307
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foreign direct investment (FDI) (cont.)
not always serving long-term economic interest

of developing countries, 307

optimal combination of free trade with,
306–309

provided to developing countries, 307

received by African countries, 307

replacing role of the state in providing
resources, 306, 307

susceptibility to political elements, 308

time frame for investment return, 307

utilizing for development, 306

Foreign Enterprise Law (1992), in North Korea, 371

Foreign Invested Enterprise and Foreign
Enterprise Income Tax Law (“FIE Tax
Law”), 386

foreign investment
attracting and maintaining for North Korea,

357, 363, 364

factors attracting, 236

general tax incentives available to, 391

important for numerous developing countries,
235, 236

relevant to economic development and trade of
developing countries, 123

Foreign Investment Act (1992), in North Korea, 373

foreign investment enterprises
incentives given to countervailable, 390

foreign investors
favorable incentives to, 299

favorable investment environment for, 299

reduction of restrictions against, 298, 299

taking money out of developing countries, 307

foreign ownership
not determining specificity of a subsidy, 390

Foreign Sales Corporations complaint, 167

foreign trade regime
of an Applicant, 195

foreign-ownership-based specificity test
as departure, 391

formal rules, 241

four-factor test, traditional, 59

FPEAK (Fresh Produce Exporters Association of
Kenya), 18

Framework Agreement
creating a technical assistance link, 214

Framework of Standards to Secure and Facilitate
Global Trade (2005), 85

Free Economic Trade Area (“FETA”) in 1991, 357

‘free riding’
period of, 190

free trade
development and, 300–305

economic development and, 161, 162

gains arising from, 237, 238

hampering facilitation of manufacturing
industries in developing countries, 304, 305

optimal combination of FDI and, 306–309

promoting economic development, 300, 301

free trade agreements (FTAs)
accomplishing partial liberalization, 248

adopting positive list formulae, 262

advantages outweighing disadvantages, 259

attracting foreign investment, 236

authorized under GATT XXIV, 21

between developing countries, 256

big four, 247

defined, 248

described, 246

as a discriminatory system, 248

dispute resolution procedures, 284

dispute settlement procedures in, 269

among economies in similar development
stages, 310

effect of expanding free trade, 248

effects on development, 310

on impact economic development, 272

impact internal trade within, 267

imposing regulatory requirements on
developing countries, 309

including provisions for competition policy,
263, 264

IPRs and protection being raised in, 52

organizations similar to, 252, 253

period for completion of, 254

procedures in, 270–272

proliferation of, 246–249, 298

providing rules for subject matters covered by
WTO, 259

provisions, 262, 267, 268

relationship with WTO from the development
perspective, 260–272

RTAs as, 297, 298

rules conflicting with WTO rules, 272, 273

as substitutes for multilateral arrangements,
247

trade liberalization by, 300

trade of non-participating developing countries
affected by, 310

U.S. incorporating labor rights chapters into,
279

used to get around terms of the WTO, 309

as “WTO Plus,” 258–272

as both “WTO Plus” and “WTO Minus,”
268

Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA), 238

free trade areas, 253, 298

free trade, pursuit of, 300
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free trade zones
created by FTAs, 297, 298

Fresh Produce Exporters Association of Kenya
(FPEAK), 18

Friendship, Commerce and Navigation (FCN)
treaties, 53

FTA network
proposed, 259, 273, 274

FTAs/BITs
prohibiting a wide range of TRIMs, 262, 263

prohibiting performance requirements, 261, 262

among WTO Members, 261

G-77 countries, as developing countries, 337

Gallagher, Peter, 211

gamma- or X-ray equipment
required for CSI, 83, 84

Gates, Bill, 24

GATS. See General Agreement on Trade in
Services (GATS)

GATT. See General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT)

GATT/WTO dispute settlement bodies, 232

GATT/WTO pro-development provisions, 251,
252

GATT/WTO rules
possible modification of, 251, 252

GDP per capita, 335

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
Article I.1, 20, 349

Article I, 87, 131

Article V, 88

Article VI, countervailing duties, 379

Article XI, 88

Article XIX and Article VI, 265

Article XVI, subsidies, 379

Article XVIII revised, 144

Article XVIII, 112–113, 117, 118

Article XXIV allowing FTAs, 248, 249

Article XXIV compared to TRIPs Article 4, 57

Article XXIV of, 228–229, 252, 253–254

Article XXVI:8, 265

Article XXXVI, addressing role of export
earnings in economic development, 113

Article XXXVII, assisting developing countries,
114

Article XXXVIII, 114

Articles XXXVI–XXXVIII, 113–114

articles, incorporated in the WTO Agreement,
111

developing countries role in, 131–132, 134–137

development provisions in, 143, 144

early period (1948 to 1955), 131

Enabling Clause. See Enabling Clause

era, multilateral trade negotiations (rounds)
during, 300

evolution of by mid-1960s, 138

exchange of concessions during early rounds,
137–138

failing to address development needs of
developing countries, 131

gradual adoption of special and differential
measures by, 142, 143

at inception not recognizing special situation of
developing countries, 130, 131

interpretation of Article XXIV of, 254–258

national security exemption in Article XXI(b),
92

panel decision on the EC Tariff Treatment of
Imports of Citrus Products from the
Mediterranean Region, 231, 232

Part IV, 9, 89, 144–145

Preamble of Understanding on the
Interpretation of Article XXIV of the GATT
1994, 255, 256

rediscovering role of developing countries in,
130–160

time of creation of developing countries under
colonial rule, 135

waivers protecting developed country
agricultural markets, 138

General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS), 89, 90

Article V, 229

Article XIV, 94

commitments, 196, 197

invest dimension of, 391

MFN treatment for all WTO Member
countries, 91

Mode 3 of, 260, 261

principles and rules needed, 150

scheduling approach, 203, 204

General Arrangement GSP scheme
from the EU, 337

general preferences, types of, 287

general preferential schemes (GPS)
providing lower tariff rates, 21

General Scheme, 338

Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). See
GSP (Generalized System of Preferences)

generic pharmaceuticals, manufactured in India
for use in Brazil, 39

Germany, 322

global economic system
improvements in, 395

global financial crisis, 170–171

global public good, restrictions to basic research
and knowledge as, 72
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‘global ratchet,’ for IPRs, 57

GNP per capita
of the LDCs, 10

goods schedule, containing detailed schedule of
tariffs, 195

government
facilitating development, 301, 302

role in successful development, 11, 12

government agencies
regulating economic activity on the basis of

transparent rules, 195

virtual network of, 273

government intervention
in development, 42

government involvement, in the economy, 302

Government of China (GOC)
FIEs are a distinct business form, 388

“productive FIE” status in “Two Free, Three
Half” program, 389

government officials
corruption of North Korean, 367

government procurement code, 196

government subsidization
contributing to successful development, 119

government, role in economic development, 306

“Governmental Assistance to Economic
Development,” 112

graduation
EU process, 349

from GSP preferences, 349

from LDC status, 207, 208

from U.S. GSP program, 344

of U.S. GSP schemes, 344

virtuous circle permitting for developing
countries, 397

graduation formula
modified, 339

“graduation threshold”
for textiles and clothing, 339

graduation, of Asian Tigers, 349

grandfather clause
in the Protocol of Provisional Acceptance, 379

gray-area measures, 309, 310

gray market goods
importation of, 65

“Great Leap Forward,” 322

“green light” subsidies
for regions; regions “disadvantaged,” 328

“greenfield investment” promotion of, 263

Gresser, Edward, 397

gross domestic product (GDP)
of North Korea, 358, 359

gross national income (GNI), 117

“group”

defining, 389

“group of industries”
characterizing, 383

Group of Negotiations on Goods (GNG), 146

groups
suffering losses, 237, 238

GSP (Generalized System of Preferences), 126,
277, 278, 397

applying more efficiently, 325, 326

approved as an exception to MFN principle, 21

approving, 114, 115

coverage of developing country exports not
robust, 347

described, 334

eligibility granting by U.S. president, 341

granting tariff preferences to developing
countries, 201, 202

margin eroding, 348

not beneficial to LDCs, 398

politicization of developed country
implementation, 398

product coverage expanded for LDCs, 342

relevant rules authorizing, 21, 22

trade preferences to developing countries, 336

U.S. agreeing to expand, 145

utilization rates by LDCs, 345, 346

voluntary and unilateral character of, 350

GSP arrangements
efficacy of human rights provisions in, 285

international legal rules applicable to, 288–289

mechanism for temporary withdrawal of, 288

GSP benefits
to eligible countries of sub-Saharan Africa

(SSA), 342, 343

providing to internal regions of countries, 325

GSP conditionalities
disputes over legal meaning of, 349

GSP covered imports
lack of diversification of into the EU, 286, 288

GSP Decision (1971), 21, 22, 349

GSP-Plus scheme, 325, 338

GSP preferences
graduation from, 349

non-discriminatory as more efficient than
foreign than foreign aid, 334

permanent legal authorization for, 145

reducing incentive to lobby for trade
liberalization, 201, 202

suffering from erosions, 339

GSP programs
from industrialized countries, 335

unilateral and arbitrary character of, 352

GSP schemes
changing voluntary character of, 351
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directed historically at more advanced
developing countries, 347

of European Union, 337–341

evolution of, 336–344

in favor of developing countries, 145

less advantageous for recipient countries, 335

offering quota-free and tariff-free treatment for
imports from LDCs, 21

problems and feasible remedies, 347–352

repackaged by EU, 338

uncertainties in respect to coverage as well as
continuation, 351

underperforming and yielding less than
expected from LDCS, 347

of United States, 341–344

voluntary and unilateral in character and
outside GATT-WTO legal system, 347

GSP treatment
linking to IPR protection, 151

GSP-granting countries
protecting firms and workers in against effects

of duty-free import competition, 336

restricting GSP benefits, 348

substituting nontariff barriers on sensitive
GSP-eligible products, 347

unilaterally excluding some countries or
products, 349

Guatemala, 166, 167

Haberler Report, 138–139

hand-made tapestry, 15

“Happy Planet Index,” 329

“hard” obligation
to modify national laws, 279

hard vs. soft law, in international legal systems, 30

Harmonized System Codes (HS Codes), 22, 23

Harpaz, Marcia, 323, 324

Havana ITO Charter
rejected by United States Congress, 136

health indicators
for North Korea, 370

health-related inventions
parallel importation of, 65, 66

Heckscher–Ohlin model, 233, 238, 300

high-income countries
absence of World Bank classification as, 286,

288

minimal threshold percapita income, 14

high transport costs, 188

Hills, Carla, 155

HIV virus
in LDCs, 10

Hoekman, Bernard, 213, 214

Hokuo system, 324, 325

Hong Kong, GDP increased by, 9

Hong Kong Ministerial Declaration, 199

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, 362

Horlick, Gary, 303, 304

how to develop
disagreements on, 37

fundamental disagreements about, 30

overarching policy question of, 34, 35

Howse, Robert, 162

Hudec, Robert, 130, 310, 311

Human Assets Index (HAI), 7, 329

human capital status criterion, 7, 358

human condition
development promoting, 38, 39

“Human Poverty Index,” 329

human right to development
ambiguity in, 293

link with concept of sustainable development,
294

as a right of individuals or a collective right, 293

human rights
link with development, 292

linking to sustainable development and
“development needs,” 292

linking trade and, 278, 279

role within international trading system, 401

human rights agreements
role within international trading system, 401

human rights framework
explicit, 292

human rights obligations
costs of institutional structures and

enforcement mechanisms, 293

human rights principles
serious and systematic violations of, 288

human rights treaties
lacking concrete enforcement mechanisms,

295

humanitarian crisis
in North Korea, 373

Humphrey, Hubert, 398

hybrid type
of dispute settlement procedure, 270

ICN. See International Competition Network
(ICN)

ICSID rules
choosing as applicable laws, 269

ICSID Treaty
providing for review and repeal, 270

IFI accountability mechanisms, 34

illegal QRs
being subject to negotiations, 141

ILO (International Labour Organization), 281
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ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work and its Follow-Up (1998)

rights, as stated in, 279, 284

imbalance
in competitive conditions among trading

nations, 248

during dispute settlement process, 189, 190

impact of recent developments on, 170–173

specific proposals addressing, 173–175

in WTO dispute settlement, 163, 164

IMF. See International Monetary Fund (IMF)
IMO (International Maritime Organization),

84

import barriers
reduction and elimination of, 114

refraining from introducing or increasing, 114

import restrictions, 44

import subsidy scheme, switching to, 348

import substitution
as a path to development, 133

policies, 304

subsidies, 379

imports, prohibiting discrimination according to
source, 131

In re Bilski
Federal Court of Appeals decision in, 58, 59

income levels (GNP of beneficiary countries),
349

increased IPRs
leading to lower prices, 50, 51

India
adopting differential corporate income tax

codes for domestic and foreign firms, 393

exhibiting internal geographic heterogeneity,
331

firms investing in special economic zones, 377

great ethnic and religious diversity, 331

increasingly prominent player in dispute
settlement system, 164

pharmaceutical patent policy, 61

Indian Patent Act, 63, 64

Indian pharmaceutical products, U.S.
implementing sanctions and withdrawing
GSP concessions on, 56

indigenous groups
support of, 332

indirect costs
of enforcing WTO rulings, 169–170

indirect expropriation, 262

Indonesia-Autos example, 42

industrial and technological capabilities
of North Korea, 366, 367

industrial development
utilizing weak IPRs protection to facilitate, 60

industrial facilitation
case for state-supported, 117, 118

industrial goods
liberal rules for trade in, 237

“industrial parks,” 374

industrial policies
adopted by East Asian countries, 11, 12

disputes relating to, 41, 42

industrial promotion policies, 117, 118, 300, 301

industrial targeting programs
trade damage resulting from, 390

industrialization, intellectual property protection
and, 50

industrialized countries
liberalization under GATT, 138

in the 1970s and 1980s, 265

industries
characterizing as a group, 388

characterizing as specific, 382

identifying, 383

inefficiency
as a problem for unitary development policy,

319

infant industries
measures facilitating, 302, 303

needing export markets, 119, 120

trade measures promoting, 251, 252

trade protection facilitating, 117, 118

infant industry argument, 251, 336

infant industry promotion
additional tariff applied for, 118

argument of, 309

father of, 112, 302

policies, 112, 301, 302

short-term inefficiency justified by, 302, 303

infant mortality rate
in LDCs, 10

informal constraints, 241

injunctions, denial of, 59

injury test, 126

inspection activities
in Agreement on Preshipment Inspection, 91

institutional arrangement, between public and
private sectors facilitate development, 11

institutional framework
for development policies, 369

institutional reform
proposed, 108

institutional weakness
of an Applicant creating delays, 195

institutionalist approach, 93, 94

institutions, described, 241

Integrated Framework for Trade-Related
Technical Assistance for the LDCs, 352
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intellectual property (IP)
areas of important to development, 53

connection with economic development, 49,
50

as critical to technological and economic
development for developing countries, 52

developing world and, 402

development framework, 60–71

internationalization of, 53–60

linking protection to international trade, 55, 56

as a negotiating topic in the Uruguay Round,
56

overexpansion of protection, 72, 73

intellectual property rights (IPRs), 124

cost of, 305

diminishing availability of new information,
305

effects of, 50

emphasized during negotiations, 108

enforcement of, 124, 305

exhaustion of, 65–66

imposition of, 125

leading to increased FDI, 69

limiting abuses associated with, 71

linking to economic development, 49

as only a means to an end, 61

promoting economic growth and development,
51

relationship with investment, 51

sectors of in TRIPs, 56, 57

significance increasing with economic
development of a nation, 50

strengthening after initial stages of increased
growth and development, 49, 50

as a stumbling block to ITT and harmful to
development, 70

trade effect of violations, 126

intense pace of work
in WTO disputes, 165, 166

internal competition
ensuring, 302, 303

internal regional discrimination, 327

internal regional similarity
mechanics of determining, 329

internal taxes
in importing markets as impediments to

exports, 138

included in Dillon Round, 139

International Center for the Settlement of
Investment Disputes (ICSID), 36, 37

international commercial shippers and
distributors

negotiating with, 18, 19

international competition agreement, 71

International Competition Network (ICN), 273

main feature of, 273

model, following for FTAs, 273, 274

International Convention for the Safety of Life at
Sea (SOLAS Convention)

amendments to, 84

International Convention on Mutual
Administrative Assistance in Customs
Matters, 85

International Convention on the Protection of the
Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members
of Their Families, 290, 291

International Court of Justice (ICJ)
recourse to, 53

international development
trade disputes involving, 33, 34

international development disputes. See also
development disputes 30, 401

broader range of norms than law of
development, 32

categories of, 36–40

definition of, 34, 35

as a discrete category, 30

integrated definition of, 36

related to behavior of international actors, 35,
36

relevant alternative dimensions, 31–36

in the WTO, 40–41

international development disputes, Google
search for, 31

international development economics, 30

international development law
as based on; based on “duality of norms,” 33

defining, 32

general failings of, 34, 35

predetermined area of, 31, 32

international development policy, 40

international direct investment, 261

international disputes
about development, 30

international economic and legal system
participation of developing countries in, 29

international economic disparity
international development law inseparable

from, 33, 34

international exhaustion
system of, 65

International Financial Institutions (IFIs), 33, 34

international governance and regulatory
framework

for international trade, 106

international IP norms and standards, 50, 51

International Labour Conference, 280, 281

International Labour Organization (ILO), 281
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international law
hard and soft, 280

states as subjects of, 317

international law of development, evolving, 32

International Maritime Organization (IMO),
84

International Monetary Fund (IMF), 352

method of weighted voting used in, 136

North Korea a non-member of, 367

partnering with WTO, 180

International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), 85, 86

international organizations
managing global economic system, 395

international protection
constant push for higher levels of, 58, 59

international rules
formation through BITs and FTAs, 262

International Ship and Port Facility Security
Code (ISPS Code), 84

costs of implementing, 87

imposing burdens on countries in SOLAS
Convention, 87

monitoring compliance to, 84, 85

ports authorized economic operator program
linked to exclusive use of, 88

relationship with WTO, 96

international ship security certificates, 84

international shipping
difficult for landlocked LDC countries, 18

International Textile and Clothing Bureau
(ITCB), 151

detailed proposals calling for phaseout of the
MFA, 152

proposals for staged abolition of Multifibre
Arrangement (MFA), 149

international trade
contribution to economic development, 11, 12

creating an integrated market of involved
countries, 234

development disputes, 29–46

essential for success of economic development
in North Korea, 374

generating distributional consequences, 237,
238

important for successful economic
development, 105

inducing participating countries to specialize
in sectors, 233, 234

linkage of IP and, 55

role in successful development, 304

International Trade Center (ITC), 107, 352

international trade law, ideal goal, 31

international trade matters

Brazilian government’s organization with
respect to, 165

International Trade Organization (ITO)
charter proposed by U.S., 143

debates about principles governing the trading
system, 143

developing countries participating actively in
creating, 135–136

international trade rules
needing a microtrade framework, 401

international trading system
impact on SIDS, 179

international transfer of technology (ITT)
developing countries facilitating, 68, 69

private sector role in facilitating, 69, 71

via investment as necessary, 69, 71

internationalization
of intellectual property, 53–60

Internet access
as an important component of microtrade, 17

Internet technology
enabling volunteers to transmit market

information, 16

Internet usage rate
in LDCs, 17

investment
disputes, 36, 37

at the heart of new wave of regionalism, 236

issues, 260–263

measures, 123, 391

no comprehensive multilateral discipline on,
299

protection agreements, 38

relationship with increased IPRs, 51

investment-inducing policy
“Two Years Free, Three Years Half” program,

377

investor-state arbitration
under a BIT, 35

investor-state dispute settlement provisions, 262,
263

investor-to-state disputes, 269

invisible hand
of private enterprises, 395

IPRs Commission, 71

Iran, delays in working party on accession of, 194

ISO (International Organization for
Standardization), 85, 86

isolation
of SIDS, 188

ISPS Code. See International Ship and Port
Facility Security Code (ISPS Code)

ITCB. See International Textile and Clothing
Bureau (ITCB)
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ITO. See International Trade Organization (ITO)
ITT. See international transfer of technology

(ITT)

Japan
developmental experience, 49, 50

economic relationship with Mexico, 247

proposing ASEAN + 6, 247, 248

substantial exclusion of agricultural sector
from trade liberalization, 255

Japan-Singapore EPA
application of safeguards, 268

Johannesburg Declaration, 294

Joint Task Force on Small States, 181

Joint Venture Law, 357

Joint Venture Tax Law, 357

Jones, Kent, 162

Jong-il, Kim, 365, 366

July 1 Measures, 361

jurisdiction
issues of, 95

Kaeseong Industrial Complex (KIC), 357

built in cooperation with South Korea, 362

contributing to nurturing North Korean
industries, 363

factors limiting development of, 362, 363

long-term stability of, 363

most successful of North Korea’s economic
reform policies, 362, 363

Kantor, Mickey, 154, 155

Keck, Alexander, 213, 214

Kennedy, David, 99

Kennedy Round (1963–1967), 134, 140–141

Kenya
compared to North Korea, 318

key terms
ordinary meaning of, 389

Klein, Joe, 273

knowledge creating industries, 61

knowledge economy
emergence of, 54, 55

Korea
challenging imposition of a safeguard measure

on imports, 266, 267

as a developing country, 328

Korean Reunification, cost of, 367

labor base
of China, 366

labor costs
differences between developed countries and

LDCs, 12, 13

labor force, lack of skilled, 236

labor provisions, in NAFTA, 284

labor standards, based on ILO conventions, 338

labor-intensive LPPs
substantial differences in prices, 14

labor chapters
of free trade agreements (FTAs), 277, 278

labor rights chapters
in FTAs entered by the US, 279

labor rights violations
creating legal remedies for the victims of, 282

labor standards, rejecting use for protectionist
purposes, 281

Lamy, Pascal, 187

land ownership
in Hong Kong, 372

land use rights
lack of in North Korea, 372

laptops
low cost, 17, 18

large-scale production
beneficial effects of, 234

law and development
theoretical exploration of, 1, 2

Law and Development Institute (LDI), 403

laws
dealing with minimum conditions regarding

employment or occupation, 281

governing enforcement of contracts, 372

LDBCs (lesser developed beneficiary countries)
SSA countries designated, 342, 343

LDC category
income required to graduate from, 12, 13

LDC producer or trader
self-declaration by, 23

LDC products
narrow access to U.S. market, 345

LDC status
problem of graduation from, 207, 208

‘learning period,’ economic justification of, 43

least developed countries (LDCs)
accession of, 198, 204

adoption of a duty-free quota-free GSP scheme
for, 23

average annual economic growth rates for, 9

average price level of consumption for, 12

categorization of, 206–210

corruptions and inefficiencies of customs in, 20

countries categorized as, 335, 358

crippling supply constraints in, 352

criteria for, 7, 358

described, 7

deterred from undertaking large-scale
development initiatives, 9

economic and human welfare situation in, 10
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least developed countries (LDCs) (cont.)
exporting local products to affluent foreign

markets, 9

extension of special treatment for, 126

GNP per capita of, 14

identified by the UN, 206, 207

improved access to African, 126

improving economic status of populations in, 7,
8

Internet usage rate and availability of personal
computers, 17

large-scale development initiatives not feasible,
11, 12

limiting beneficiaries of microtrade preference
to, 22

marginalization of, 347

marginalized in recent decades, 350

most located in Southern Hemisphere, 16

needing long-term capacity building, 352

network of computerized information centers
in, 107

no tariff and no quota on products imported
from, 20

one committee specifically devoted to
problems of, 111

performance GSP schemes in respect to, 335

reasons for sluggish economic progress and
prevalent poverty, 10, 11

receiving U.S. benefits, 345

restraint in seeking concessions from, 114, 115

restriction of beneficiaries to, 22

risk of traveling to, 15, 16

share of world trade by, 24

special economic difficulties of, 89

special treatment for, 114, 115

structurally handicapped for utilizing GSP
benefits, 350

supply constraints in, 351, 352

training local residents to produce LPPs, 20

legal advice
providing for free or at discounted rates, 173

legal aid
to developing countries, 173

legal assistance
securing through reimbursement of legal costs,

173, 174

legal formalism, 93, 94

legal framework
for international trade, 9, 10

legal principles
governing conduct on international trade, 106

legal reform
for economic development in North Korea,

371–373

legal system and laws
supporting business and economic activities,

369

less costly procedures
in the WTO dispute settlement system, 175

lesser developed beneficiary countries (LDBCs)
SSA countries designated, 342, 343

lex specialis approach, 97, 98

liberal trade strategy, 196

liberalization
exclusion of textiles and clothing from, 138

“liberalization of investment”
current trend toward under FTAs, 262, 263

licenses. See also compulsory licenses
procedures for obtaining necessary to operate a

business in North Korea, 372

using to promote access to medicines, 66

life expectancy
in LDCs, 10

List, Friedrich, 112, 302, 310

local content
rules of origin related to, 239, 240

local innovation
IPRs to encouraging, 64, 65

local producers
creating an association of, 18, 19

localism
becoming emerging feature of international

legal landscape, 332

localities
global move towards greater roles for, 332

locally produced products (LPPs)
admitting to markets of developed countries, 20

as labor-intensive, 20

determining qualified for microtrade
preference, 23

earning from domestic sale of, 13

enabling LDCs residents to export, 12

excluding mass-produced industrial products,
21

financing and production of, 19–20

for microtrade, 12

higher levels of income for producers, 12, 13

online registration of producers, 19

production of labor-intensive, 12, 13

separate preference scheme for, 23

shipping and distribution of, 18–19

logistical issues
in microtrade, 24

of preference limited to LPPs, 22, 23

logistics issues
associated with microtrade, 16

Lome Convention, 348

Long-Term Arrangement (LTA), 140, 141
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longer transition periods
as ‘inadequate response,’ 203, 204

Louisiana, as Third World, 326

Low, Patrick, 213, 214

low-cost imports, designating as dumped, 122

lower level
of CNL, 342

low-income criterion, 7, 358

MAI, negotiation on, 299

“make or buy” decision, 166

malnutrition
high level of in North Korea, 370

Manh, Nong Duc, 365, 366

Marceau, Gabrielle, 97

maritime security
recent changes in, 95

market
for South Korea, 396

market access, 193, 194, 351

market economy
inevitability of new reforms in line with,

360

transitioning to, 196, 197

market information
conveying to LPP producers in LDCs, 16

storing on an open online database, 16, 17

Marrakesh Agreement, 161, 192

Matsushita, Mitsuo, 97

maximum applicable DFS rate, 120

maximum DFT rate applicable
determining, 118

median poverty line, for developing world, 7

mediation
obligatory use, 175

medical education system
disintegrated in North Korea, 370, 371

medicines, lowering the cost of access, 67

Member States
permanent separation from number of less

developed integration units, 211

membership
of WTO, 106

MERCOSUR
Brazil-Uruguay dispute on import prohibitions,

34

holding together, 399

import of footwear from, 266

Merger Working Group
of the ICN, 273

Metalclad Case, 262

Methanex Corp. v. United States of America, 39

Mexican Federal Competition Commission, 162,
163

Mexico
interested in diversifying trade connections, 247

MFN clause
in TRIPS, 57

MFN exceptions
relevant to microtrade, 21

MFN obligation
in GATT Article V, 88–89

MFN principle
applied to FTAs, 57

MFN tariff reductions
in successive GATT rounds, 348

MFN-based regime
as only genuine protection to developing

countries, 310, 311

Michalopolous, Constantine, 212

microcredit, 19, 20, 24

microfinance, literature on, 19

microtrade, 7, 8

compared to conventional trade, 12

costs associated with, 14, 15

earning for LDC producer from, 13

economic efficiency of, 26

economic mechanism of, 13–20

elements in developed countries, 15

final conditions, 14

generating a level of sustainable income
through small-scale trade, 25, 26

improving economic status of impoverished
people in LDC, 24

linking world market with local production, 12,
13

as local initiative, 12

manufactured products as more likely
candidates for, 12

minimization of costs of, 16

necessity of separate preferential, 23

as new type of international trade, 10, 20

objective of, 25, 26

overcoming supply constraints, 9

preferential treatment for, 21

problems facing, 16

proposed preferential treatment in favor of, 25

proposed separate preference for, 23

purpose of, 23

qualifications for economic viability, 13

reducing or eliminating poverty, 12

requiring establishment of internet access
throughout LDCs, 17

setting regulatory framework to support, 20–24

transition to larger-scale international trade, 26

usage of the term, 8

venture for small capital lending, 20

as a way out of passive reliance, 26
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microtrade proposal, addressing regulatory issues
on a global scale, 15

military production
scarce resources devoted to in North Korea,

364

military pursuits
diverting resources from in North Korea, 364,

365

military spending
diverting to economic development in North

Korea, 374

Millennium Development Goals (‘MDGs’)
acceptance of, 181

‘minimal liberalization’ strategy, 196

Ministerial Conference
decisions on accession taken by, 192

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
in Brazil, 165

missionaries, 19

Mitchell, Andrew, 97, 213, 214

modern trade theories
challenging traditional customs union theory,

226, 227

monetary compensation
for damage caused by a WTO-inconsistent

trade restriction, 174

granting, 270

monetary damages, 174

monopoly powers
limiting, 71

Most-Favored-Nation (MFN) principle, 136, 143

contested by developing countries during
negotiations in ITO, 143, 144

exceptions to, 131

required by WTO rules, 20

RTAs deviating from, 227, 228

Most-Favoured-Nation (MFN) treatment
in Article I of the GATT, 130, 131

granted by trading partners, 193

permanent and unconditional for new
members, 193, 194

for products of WTO Member countries, 87

protecting foreign IPRs, 124, 125

relating to international direct investment, 261

Motta, Eduardo Perez, 162, 163

“Mount Kumgang Special Tourism Zone,” 357

Mozambicans
life eroded by low price of cotton, 169, 170

multi-fibre agreement (MFA)
targeted against exports from developing

countries, 132, 133

multi-fibre arrangement (MFA)
extension of, 141

proposals for staged abolition of, 149

multilateral arrangements, 297, 298

multilateral FTAs
making use, 249, 250

multilateral institutions
establishing nonbinding principles, 239

multilateral trading system
creating and maintaining, 106

multilateralization
of international IP, 53

multilateralism, 399

multinational businesses
increase of, 298, 299

multinational-economic reality, 249, 250

NAALC, 277, 278, 283

NAFTA. See North American Free Trade Area
(NAFTA)

NAFTA Free Trade Commission, 261

narrow resource base
of SIDS, 188

‘National Car Program’
in Indonesia, 42

national import restrictions, 35

national labor laws
enforcement of, 282

obligations to enact, 279–281

obligations to enforce, 281–282

national poverty lines, 7

national security
protection of, 82

national security defence, 93, 94, 95

national security exemption
in GATT Article XXI (b), 92

in General Agreement on Trade in Services, 94

in a treaty, 96

national treatment commitments, 195

national treatment principle, 261

national treatment provisions, 131

nationalization
compensation in the event of, 372

natural disasters, 188, 290

natural resources
of North Korea, 368

negative comity, 264

negative-list approach
to negotiations, 150

negative-list formulae, 262

negotiating groups
comprehensive set of draft texts, 154

in the Uruguay Round, 146

neoclassical economics, emergence of, 300

neoclassical ideas
supporting FTAs, 300

Nepal, transition periods granted to, 185
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“new”
not defined in the TRIPS Agreement or in the

Paris Convention, 63

‘New International Economic Order’ (NIEO)
creation of, 53, 54

“New Regionalism,” 235, 236

New Zealand. See also Australia-New Zealand
Agreement

advocating trade liberalization, 187, 188

role important for microtrade, 16

Newly Industrializing Countries (NICs), 9

evolution of industrial policies of, 11

NGO organizers, using commercial providers,
19

Nigerian-led group of developing countries (G21),
140

non-discrimination
between developing countries, 289, 290

non-GSP preferential schemes
from EU, 340

non-ISPS ports
goods from, 88

non-market economies (“NMEs”)
not applying CVD law to, 384

non-reciprocal trade preferences
provided by EU under GSP schemes, 340

non-reciprocity, 203, 204

non-state parties
excluding disputes involving, 33, 34

non-tariff barriers (NTBs)
negotiating rules on, 141

non-tariff measures, limiting exports from LDCs,
126

non-WTO treaty, 97, 98

normal value, complexity and arbitrariness
determining, 121

North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation
(“NAALC”), 277, 278

North American Free Trade Area (NAFTA), 226,
277, 278

competition policy, 263, 264

dispute settlement procedures, 270

examining compatibility with GATT rules, 257,
258

labor side agreement, 284

as prime example of Ethier’s model, 236

North Korea
average annual growth rates from 1940–1960,

359

consistent effort to become integrated to world
economy, 356

earlier success and economic decline of,
358–360

economic crisis in the 1990s, 359

economic development of, 356–375

economic growth in the 1950s, 359

economic reality of, 358–365

economic reform policies, 360–365

economy, unique characteristics of, 366

estimates of economic growth after the 1990s,
361

government control on information, 365

health indicators, 370

inefficiency of the planned economy, military
spending, and economic sanctions, 359

limited economic to from KIC, 363

public health, 370–371

relations with South Korea, Japan, and the
Western world, 365

strategy for economic development,
365–373

trade dependence on China, 361, 369

North Korean
Civil Code recognizing debt, 372

Northeast Asian region
stability of, 373

North–North disputes
excluding, 33, 34

North–South economic partnership
tried in Kaeseong Industrial Complex with

success, 374

North–South RTAs
adversely affecting economic development, 233

economic prospects for, 232–236

enhancing prospects for developing countries,
239–240

impact on foreign investment, 235, 236

negotiations as embarrassingly one-sided, 399

prospects for increased trade generated by, 233,
234

risks of, 237, 239

North–South situations
legal rules and interpretations pertinent to, 33,

34

North–South technology transfer
commitments towards, 33

novelty requirement
discretion to tailor, 63, 64

nuclear weapons development
in North Korea, 365

objective criteria or conditions
defining, 390

governing eligibility for a subsidy, 388

“objective standard”
for a relevant development;relevant

development “need,” 289

identifying a development need, 290
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obligation later in time
rule favoring, 98

obligation of non-discrimination
between developing countries, 288

O’Brien, Paul, 344

observer status, obtaining at the WTO, 194

obstacles to development
eliminating, 292

ocean transit, 83–86

oceangoing transport
new security measures for, 82

oil and petroleum products
dominance of U.S. GSP schemes, 345

“on the whole” phrase, 257

online information database
for market information, 16, 17

open database
for market information, 16, 17

‘operationalizing’
SDT, 213–214

ordinary meaning
identifying, 389

“other trade restrictions,” 257, 258

in Article XXIV:(a).254,
over inclusion

of development policy, 319

owner rights
exceptions to, 66–68

ownership-specific subsidies
as countervailable, 389–391

Pacific countries
in the WTO, 179–180

Pacific Islands Forum, 189, 190

Pacific SIDS
as beneficiaries of GSP schemes, 201, 202

limited human capital and inability to afford
permanent representation in Geneva, 189,
190

some classified as developing countries, 207,
208

Pacific solidarity, breaking, 203

Panel and Appellate Body hearings
enforcing established deadlines for, 175

Papua New Guinea, 202, 203

parallel importation
of goods, 65

parallelism
enunciated by the Appellate Body, 266, 267

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial
Property (1883), 53

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), 63

patent holders, requiring to certify good faith in
infringement proceedings, 64

patent owner
legitimate interests of, 67, 68

patent protection
granting, 62–65

for new uses of known products, 63, 64

for pharmaceuticals in developing countries,
155

patent requirements
distinct areas, 62

patent rights
undefined exceptions to, 67, 68

patent standards
courts tightening in the U.S., 58, 59

patent system, excesses of, 72

patent ‘thickets’
creation of, 72, 73

patenta
allowing evergreening of, 63, 64

government use of without consent of rights
holder, 66, 67

patentability, deciding on a case-by-case basis,
58

patented goods
permitting parallel importation in all fields of

technology, 66

patented products or processes
utilizing for non-commercial experimental

purposes, 67, 68

“patient capital,” 307

Pauwelyn, Joost, 94, 95, 97, 98, 174

performance requirements
FTAs/BITs adding prohibitions, 261, 262

personal computers
availability in LDCs, 17

Peru, conducting negotiations with the U.S., 189

petroleum products
imported to U.S. from AGOA countries, 343

Petrov, Leonid, 357

pharmaceuticals, 65, 66

piracy
stronger laws against, 54, 55

planned economy
framework remained, 361

plant varieties, providing for protection of, 56

plurilateral agreements
determining commitments covered by, 211, 212

plurilateral disciplines, 211

affecting FDI, 308

political constraints
on North Korean regime, 363

political economy analysis
explaining deficiencies of North–South RTAs,

237, 238

explaining different patterns of RTAs, 238
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political obstacles
internal, 327

politicization
of GSP schemes, 351

positive comity, 264

positive-list approach, 150, 156, 157

positive-list formulae, 262, 263

“postneoliberal” era, 99

poverty
existence of, 8

few countries escaping from, 10

in LDCs, 8

as a serious global problem, 7, 8

poverty lines, World Bank references for, 7

Prebisch, Raul, 336, 398

predictability
lack of, 320–322

preference arrangements
elimination of, 202, 203

preference schemes
problems surfacing in, 398

preferences
for developing countries, 145

eroded as MFN tariffs decrease, 202, 203

granted by developed countries, 44

as important to Pacific SIDS, 202, 203

as transitory, 202, 203

underutilized due to administrative burden,
347

preferential access
to developed country markets, 201, 202

preferential trade agreements
empirical analysis of, 295

preferential trade arrangements (PTAs),
348

proliferation of, 348

pursuant to GSP, 277, 278

preferential treatment
as a; “positive response” to a development

need, 291

of SIDS, 181

pre-shipment inspection
governments requiring, 91

price differences
between LDCs and developed countries, 12,

13

generating extra income in microtrade, 15, 16

price undertakings, allowed in application of
CVD actions, 121

price, constructing, 121

primary products
conditions of access to, 113

hampering the growth and consumption of,
114

principal supplier rule
locking out developing countries from tariff

cutting negotiations, 137, 138

principle of non-discrimination, 21, 209, 210

principle of reciprocity. See reciprocity
principles of justice

as a rationable SDT, 200, 201

“priority watchlists,” 151

prison labor, export of goods made by, 287

private companies
developed countries offering incentives to, 69,

71

private corporate ownership
key element for economic development of

North Korea, 372

private market
established as part of the North Korean

economy, 361

private ownership, recognized by North Korea,
372

privatization
in the economy, 195

procedural phase
of the accession process, 194, 195

procedural safeguards
minimizing abuse of DFS applications, 120

product classification system, 22, 23

product restriction
to LPPs, 22

for the microtrade preference, 22

product selections
by GSP schemes, 22

production
of LPPs, 19–20

“productive FIEs”
eligible for “Two Free, Three Half” program,

388

productive means
limitation of private ownership of, 371

products
prohibited under U.S. GSP program, 344

relative advantages of producing, 300

profit maximizing point, 14

proportionality
ensuring, 200, 201

proposed Charters
for ITO, 136

protectionism
compared to development policy, 38

in developed countries, 142

protectionist policies
for developing countries, 161, 162

implemented in reaction economic challenges,
170, 171
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protective principle
for jurisdiction in international law, 95

Protocol of Accession
entering into force, 197

provinces
wealthier compared to poorer in China, 322

public health
in North Korea, 370–371

public international law, 94, 95

public policy considerations
outside the sphere of development policy, 38

Punta del Este Ministerial Declaration, 391

QRs
gradual liberalization and elimination of, 141

quantitative liberalization, 255

quasi-rent
covering inherent cost disadvantage of investors

in SIDS, 202, 203

radiation detection devices
required for CSI, 83, 84

ratione materiae approach
restrictive, 31, 32

Reagan administration, approach on labor rights,
280

reciprocal concessions, 113, 137

reciprocity
benefits of the principle of, 203, 204

debated in ITO negotiations, 135

as a foundational principle of GATT, 137

highly contested by developing countries, 143,
144

principle of debated in ITO negotiations, 143

removing requirement for, 144, 145

required modification of Schedule of
Concessions, 112, 113

redistributive mechanisms
operation of, 200, 201

regional agreements
on trade in services, 230, 231

regional cumulation, 339

regional development policy
implementation problems, 327

regional groups, benefiting from regional
cumulation, 252

regional trade agreements (RTAs), 29, 36, 37

blocked decisions disqualifying, 230, 231

between countries at similar levels of economic
development, 226

between developed and developed countries,
226, 234

between developing and developed countries,
240

with developing countries generating fears in
developed countries, 238

deviating from, 227, 228

economic analyses of, 226, 227

enhancing credibility of economic reforms
pursued by developing countries, 236

factors motivating countries to establish, 226

historic survey of, 225

impact on international trade today, 297

increase in the number of, 225

increasing between developing and developed
countries, 226

limited coverage regarding agricultural
products, 238

mixed results for developing countries, 399

negotiating on a bilateral or regional level, 239

not generating symmetric benefits to
producers, 234

ongoing proliferation of, 226, 227

proliferation challenging to multilateral system,
399

regulation under WTO law, 231, 232

rule requiring elimination of discriminatory
standards in, 228

shortcoming of certain, 239

subject to legal review by the GATT panels,
231, 232

regionalism, 235, 236, 297–299, 399

regions
global move towards greater roles for, 332

registration (Hukuo), 290, 324

Regulation No /2005, list of beneficiaries under,
regulatory cost

of microtrade, 13

regulatory discretion and resource issues, 283

regulatory framework
to support microtrade, 20–24

regulatory monitoring
by proposed Council for Trade and

Development, 111

regulatory trends
in regional trade liberalization, 305

Reichman, Jerome H., 50, 51

“relative disadvantages”
created by the FTA, 257

religious missionaries
voluntary assistance from, 19

remedy
in an investor-to-state dispute, 270

remoteness
of SIDS, 188

rent-seeking behavior
reducing, 193

representative office for Pacific SIDS, 206
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resource constraints
at the national level, 282–283

restitution
granting, 270

retaliatory measures
authorization of, 110

revenue
limited sources of, 188

reverse engineering
liberal policy on, 64, 65

Ricardo, David, 300

‘right perseveres over might’
ensuring, 175

“right to development,” 32

rights-based development policy
disputes relating to, 38–39

Rio Declaration
Principle 3 of, 294

viewing sustainable development as a process,
36

principles enumerated by, 39

referring to right to development, 294

Rodrik, Dani, 11, 162, 303

RTA members
liberalization of trade among, 228

notifying WTO, 229

trade between liberalized, 228

Ruggiero, Renato, 127, 311

rule of law
necessity for, 371

rules and disciplines
set of basic, 212, 213

rules of origin
developing countries with low labor costs,

237

EUs, 339

issues, 257, 258, 327–328

as “other restriction of trade,” 258

principles for GSP products
requirements, 347, 348

restrictive included in developed countries’
systems of preferences, 237

stringent, 258

as a test, 257, 258

rules-based dispute settlement system
effect on developing countries, 162, 163

rules-based system
constraining powerful countries more,

168

rural and urban areas
gap in per capita income in China, 322

rural areas
ending up with less development policy

support, 320

rural population
lower poverty line, 320

Russia
in the accession process, 179

accession talks still ongoing, 164

asymmetric development, 322

development policy for less developed regions,
330

S&D treatment. See special and differential
treatment (SDT)

SAFE Framework of Standards, 85, 86

safeguard and safety net provisions, 263

safeguard measures
application of, 122

in FTAs, 268

safeguards
proposals on, 141, 142

Safety of Life at Sea Convention, 97

Samoa
agreeing to implement WTO Agreements

within much shorter time frames, 185, 186

classified as LDC, 182, 183

continuing accession negotiations, 180, 187

economic background, 182–206

graduating from LDC status by end of 2010,
207, 208

issue of transition periods, 204

negotiations entering their thirteenth year, 179

rejecting attempts to secure commitments on
competition policy, 185, 186

relying on foreign aid, 187, 188

structural adjustment programs, 186

unilaterally adopting low tariff rates, 185, 186

scanning
at the port of import compared to elsewhere,

96

controversy over percentage, 86

on entry, 96

scanning equipment
purchasing and maintaining, 86

Schachter, Oscar, 32

Schedule of Concessions
modifying, 112

tariff bindings stipulated in, 117, 118

SCM Agreement. See Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures Agreement (SCM
Agreement)

sea levels
rising, 188

second substantive phase
of the accession process, 195

sectoral coverage
substantial, 229
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sector-specific subsidies
disciplining, 390

securitization studies
field of, 99

security
as responsibility of customs enforcement, 82

security reasons
advance exchange of information for, 85, 86

semiconductor technology
compulsory licensing, 155

“sensitive” products
enjoying higher border protection, 339–352

serious prejudice
in subsidies cases, 44, 45

services
developing countries role in shaping outcomes,

156, 157

services commitments
covering much higher number of specific

subsectoral entries, 185, 186

services negotiations
progress at Uruguay Round, 150, 153

progressing much faster than negotiations in
goods, 154, 155

services schedule, containing commitments in
services market, 195

Shaffer, Greg, 173

“Shall not be on the whole higher or more
restrictive than before,” 257–258

ship and port facility security plans, 84

shipping and distribution
of LPPs, 18–19

shipping containers, 83, 86

Shrimp-Turtle case, 400

SIDS. See Small Island Developing States (SIDS)
similarity

determination of, 329

Singapore Issues, 205, 206, 260

Singapore, GDP increased by, 9

single undertaking, 157, 210, 211

Sinuiju Special Administrative Region (SSAR),
357, 362

skepticism
of developing countries, 130

Slater, Gabriel, 168

small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
at KIC, 362

small and vulnerable economies (SVEs), 159,
160

small claims track
introduction of, 175

Small Island Developing States (SIDS)
access to WTO’s trading rules, 189, 190

effect of WTO law and process on, 181

problems participating in WTO system, 188,
189

special problems of, 188–191

trade and development in, 179, 180–199

unique position within international trading
system, 181

small land area
of SIDS, 188

small populations
of SIDS, 188

smaller countries
more likely to settle cases, 166

Smith, Adam, 301

“social clause,” 337

social justice
rights-based development associated with, 38,

39

social rights
investment disputes relating to, 38, 39

“soft” language, 279

software, patenting in the EU, 62

SOLAS Regulation XI-2/9, 84, 85

Solomon Islands, commitments in six sub-sectors,
185

South Africa, 172

South Korea
attracting foreign investments and tourists from,

357

benefits of post-war GATT system to, 396

bound access to developed country markets,
396

developmental model, 372

economic development plans, 368

factors for successful economic development
of, 11

Five-Year Economic Development Plans,
369

GDP increased by, 9

with interest in reunification, 374

offering both trade protection and subsidies,
305

proposed exchanges of medical personnel with
North Korea, 370, 371

support for DRAMS industry, 43

transitional development strategy, 369

unprecedented rapid economic development,
368

vast consumer markets in United States and
Europe, 364

South–South disputes
excluding, 33, 34

South–South RTAs, 232–233, 399

Soviet bloc, economic disintegration and
confusion, 366
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“spaghetti bowl”
of rules of origin, 327

special administrative region
border city of Sinuiju designated as a,

357

special and differential measures
gradually adopted by GATT, 146

special and differential provisions
gradually included in the GATT providing,

158, 159

special and differential treatment (SDT), 29,
200–210

ambiguous outcomes, 397

available to LDCs, 207, 208

developing countries focus on, 133–134

for different developing country members,
117

drawbacks of, 201–210

in favor of developing countries, 111

focus of developing countries on, 142–146

forms of, 200

linking more closely to needs of individual
countries, 208, 209

need for greater differentiation in, 116,
117

operationalizing, 213–214

permanent to developing countries in areas
affecting economic development, 116

potential difficulties affecting Pacific SIDS,
210

primary rationales, 200, 201

principle of, 397

provisions, 131

provisions adopted by GATT, 336

setting out principles underlying provisions of,
116

shortcomings of, 179

in various WTO agreements, 115–116

in the WTO, 33

special costs arbitrator, 174

Special GSP/LDC program
LDCs granted duty-free treatment, 342

special incentive arrangements
restricted, 286, 288

Special Scheme for the protection of labor rights
from the EU, 337

Special Scheme for the protection of the
environment

from the EU, 337

Special Scheme to combat drug production and
trafficking

from the EU, 337

specialization
improving economic efficiency, 300, 301

“specific” subsidy
introducing concept of, 380

specificity requirement
application and interpretation of, 376

definition of, 378–379

inherent problems in, 382–384

introduced during Uruguay Round, 381

jurisprudence limited on, 383

provided by U.S. CVD laws and WTO SCM
agreement, 377, 381

of SCM, 376

in the WTO SCM Agreement, 378–384

specificity test
foreign ownership of FIEs as determinative

factor, 388

in the SCM Agreement, 379–382

as a tool to oust cases, 381

specified criteria, 382

SPLT (Substantive Patent Law Treaty), 52

SPS Agreement
detailed provisions in favour of developing

countries, 90

linked to GATT, 94

measures covered, 90

Srinivasan, T. N., 122, 123, 311

SSAR
failure of, 362

St. Lucia
one WTO case every few years, 165

state roles, to facilitate industries, 301

State Street Bank & Trust Co. v. Signature
Financial Group, Inc., 58, 62, 63

state-centered development policy, 321, 322

state-to-state level
international law operating at, 317

static economic model, 305

“stick,” of Special 301, 56

Stockholm Protocol, 153

special rights for developing countries, 54

Stoler, Andrew, 211

stumbling block effect
on multilateral trade liberalization, 348

sub-committee on LDCs agreeing to Guidelines
on LDC Accessions, 198, 199

subsidiarity
emerging feature of international legal

landscape, 332

subsidies
disputes indirectly relevant to development

policy, 40, 41

distorting markets, 376

generally available not countervailable, 390

granted to producers in developed countries,
44
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subsidies (cont.)
groups of, 386

in place of trade measures, 305

principles applying for determining specificity
of, 378

Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
Agreement (SCM Agreement), 119, 184, 328

affirming subsidies role in economic
development, 119, 120

four classifications, 329

history of the specificity test, 379–382

special and differential treatment to developing
countries, 119, 120

specificity requirement, 378–384

Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
Agreement (SCM Agreement), Part V
providing for application of countervailing
duties, 119

subsidies, adverse effects of, 119

subsidy treatment, 119–120

subsistence farmers
in SIDS, 183, 184

“substantially all”
exemptions for particular sectors of the

economy not be allowed, 255, 256

of internal trade, 267

meaning in Article XXIV, 254, 255

not only quantitative but also qualitative
features, 255

substantive elements
international legal order based on, 32

Substantive Patent Law Treaty (SPLT), proposed,
52, 72

substantive phases
of the accession process, 195–196

substate economic heterogeneity
failure to take into account, 317, 318

substate political entities
active role in international law, 317

substate regional trade development
proposal for, 325–330

“sunset clause,” 311

Sunshine Policy, of South Korea, 364

supply
matching with demand, 16–18

“supranational” competition law, 263, 264

sustainable development
disputes, 39–40, 41, 45

evolving international norms of, 32

link with international human rights, 294

in WTO agreements, 45

The Sustainable Development of Small Island
Developing States

1994 world conference on, 181

Sutherland, Peter, 155

SVEs (small and vulnerable economies), 159, 160

Taiwan, 9, 305

Talloires text
on IP, 152, 153

Target 14, addressing special needs of SIDS, 181

tariff bindings
adjustment to, 117, 119, 197

tariff elimination
hampering long-term development potential of

developing countries, 251

tariff lines
binding, 185

“tariff modulation,” 339

tariff negotiations, 137, 138, 397

tariff preferences, 199, 203, 287, 337

tariff protection
promoting domestic industries, 112

tariff rates
significant changes to applied, 185, 186

tariff reduction
according to choice of a developing country

plaintiff, 174

developing countries participating in, 141

tariffs
for government revenue, 183, 184

raising against imports from a developed
country, 167, 168

tax matters
associated with foreign investment in North

Korea, 357

tax policies, incentives made by preferential, 377

TBT. See Agreement on Technical Barriers to
Trade (TBT) Agreement

technical assistance, 144

to assist implementation of WTO obligations,
198, 199

to developing countries, 90, 204–206

linking undertakings to, 214

non-binding assurances of, 145

obligatory if requested under TBT, 90, 91

utility of relevant to Pacific SIDS, 206

technical capacity-building
focus on, 107

technologies
ability to copy, 124

paying a higher price for, 51, 52

technology transfer
to least developed countries, 69

‘terms to be agreed,’ 192, 199

textiles and clothing negotiations, 149, 154

textiles and clothing sector
developing countries making concessions, 156
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Therapeutic Goods Act 1983 (Australia), 64

third substantive phase
of the accession process, 195, 196

threats
by U.S. to use unilateral Section 301 actions,

148, 149

Toffler, Alvin, 8

Tokyo Round, 134, 141

Tokyo Round Schedules, 142

Tokyo Round Subsidies Code, 378, 380

“tolerance rule”
for products originating from developing

countries, 239, 240

Tonga
ability to comply with terms of its accession, 186

binding tariffs at levels “lower than any country
in the history of the WTO,” 185, 186

choosing to suspend WTO accession, 397

classified as a developing country, 182, 183

commitment to eliminate all prohibited
industrial subsidy schemes, 184

economic background, 182–206

impact of WTO accession on, 190, 191

implementing WTO Agreements within much
shorter time frames, 185, 186

issue of transition periods, 204

proceeding with WTO accession, 180

prospect of graduating from developing- to
developing-country status, 207, 208

rejecting attempts to secure commitments on
competition policy, 185, 186

rejecting criticism of its decision to accede, 187

relying on foreign aid, 187, 188

suspending process of accession, 179

traditional ruling elites exerting influence, 193

TPRB (Trade Policy Review Board), 274

TPRM (Trade Policy Review Mechanism), 274

Trachtman, Joel, 213, 214

trade
as a means of achieving economic

development, 89

as a means to improve human welfare, 395

world share covered by RTAs, 225

Trade Act, 153

Article 4, 341

Trade Agreement, Act of, 153

specificity requirement added, 381

trade and development
essential areas concerning, 107

trade and development agenda
promoting, 110

“Trade and Development Index,” 329

Trade and Tariff Act (1984)
major overhaul of U.S.GSP, 342

“Trade and Transfer of Technology” working
group, 107, 108

trade barriers
elimination within regional trade areas, 311

erected by major economic powers, 298

trade creation
prospects of, 226, 227

trade deficits
in Vanuatu and Samoa, 186

trade disputes
classical, 37

disagreements over international competitive
conditions, 37

“trade diversion,” 226, 227

trade facilitation
draft agreement on, 91, 92

moving away from pre-shipment inspections,
91, 92

“trade gap argument,” 336

trade interests
of developing countries, 114

trade liberalization
by FTAs, 300

competing with equitable socio-economic
development, 200

encouraging economic growth, 161, 162

promoting economic development, 248

trade measures, to remedy injury, 126

Trade Negotiating Committee
chaired by GATT Director-General, 146

trade negotiation transaction costs
reducing, 193, 194

trade negotiations
among a limited number of countries, 298

trade policy, 237, 238

trade preferences. See also preferences
eligibility based on developmental reasons, 36,

37

linking giving of to entry into treaties, 290

linking to respect for human rights, 286, 288

nexus with developing country’s development
needs, 293, 294

trade protection
facilitating infant industries, 303

important for developing countries, 301, 302

not indicative of a, 303

as only remaining option for industrial
promotion, 305

reducing benefit to be gained by trade, 300, 301

reducing economic welfare of importing
country, 300

Trade-Related Development Assistance Report
(“TDAR”), 127, 128

filing on a regular basis, 110
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trade remedies
FTA provisions for, 265–269

FTAs creating unequal treatment with regard
to, 268

more stringent than those in WTO agreements,
267, 268

negotiations on in the WTO, 268

trade remedy measures
application of, 265, 266

applying, 267

importance to developing countries, 268, 269

reducing, 268, 269

trade sanctions, allowing to protect IPRs, 126

trade surplus
of China with U.S., 392

“Trade, Debt and Finance” working group, 107,
108

trade, role in stimulating international knowledge
spillovers, 235

trading relations
unfairness and inequity in, 248

trading system
debates about nature and underlying

principles, 135

Trail Smelter Case, between U.S. and Canada, 39

Training and Technical Cooperation Institute,
107

transition periods
to comply with Customs Valuation Agreement,

184

granted to recently acceded LDCs, 198, 199

longer, 203–204

as a preference for developing countries, 116

substantial extension of, 212

treaties
designated by EU to be ratified for special

incentive arrangements, 290, 291

treaty dispute resolution procedures, 197, 283,
284

Treaty of Stockholm, 255

TRIMs Agreement, 299, 391

as either effective or counter-effective to
development interest, 123

criticism about, 123

investment measures, 260, 261

lifting multilateral control on, 124

regulating investment measures, 123

role in industrial promotion, 123, 124

Trindade, Cançado, 294

TRIPS Agreement
application to developing countries, 124

Article 67, 69

Articles 8, 31 and 40, 71

compliance requirement of, 125

comprehensive in coverage, 56, 57

conditions allowable under Article 31, 66, 67

cost of implementing, 125

described, 57

developing countries developing alliances and
negotiating advance provisions, 153

developing countries role in shaping outcomes,
156, 157

deviating from, 52

explicit exceptions contained in, 66, 67

facilitating attempts to raise minimum IP
standards, 57

favoring larger, IP-exporting countries, 56, 57

implementing obligations set out in, 51, 52

incorporating substantive obligations of Paris
and Berne Conventions, 56, 57

international IP norms and standard in, 50, 51

as the international standard, 59, 60

introduction of, 124, 125

investment dimension of, 391

maximizing flexibilities found in, 402

minimum standards for obtaining a patent, 62

negotiations effectively concluded by
December 1991, 154

origins of, 108

paragraph 1 of Article 8, 60

provisions promoting ITT, 69

raising important concerns, 125

regulatory regime protecting IPRs, 125

requiring members to apply national treatment
and Most-Favoured-Nation (MFN)
treatment, 124, 125

strengthening IP protection without addressing
competition issues, 71

suspending in favor of developing countries,
126

transition period to implement, 184

UR agenda for negotiations on, 150

TRIPS negotiations
at UR, 152–153

TRIPS obligation
suspending in cross-retaliation, 168

TRIPS provisions
requiring long durations of IPR protections,

125

TRIPs-Plus
obligations, 57

TRIPs-Plus provisions
appearing in almost every comprehensive FTA,

58

TRIPs-related concessions
granted to developing countries, 56

tropical products
progress on the issue of, 151
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“Two Free, Three Half” program
applying to productive FIEs in numerous

sectors, 386–387

common in China and adopted by other
developing countries, 386

specificity of, 384–389

U.S. Constitution, 327

U.S. Department of Commerce (USDOC). See
Department of Commerce of the United
States (USDOC)

U.S. GSP schemes
coverage of, 344

current preferences, 343, 344

graduation methods of, 344

LDCs and, 345–347

on-again and off-again character of, 342

reforms to, 342

top beneficiaries of, 335

utilization rates by LDCs, 346

U.S. patent act, 63

U.S. Trade Expansion Act
basis to negotiate formula-based negotiations,

140

Uganda Export Promotion Board, priority
products recommended by, 20

UN Industrial Development Organizations
Economic Vulnerability Index, 329

UNCITRAL (United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law)

rules, choosing as applicable laws, 269

UNCTAD (UN Conference on Trade and
Development), 250

underinclusion
of development policy, 319

unification of forces
by weaker countries, 238, 239

unilateral retaliatory measures, preventing
effective coalitions, 56

unilateral safeguards
imposing on individual countries without

multilateral approval, 141, 142

unitary approach
to regional economic difference within China,

323, 324

unitary development policy, 318–322

United Nations
categorizing countries as LDCs, 335

designating LDCs, 7

helping prevent destructive wars, 395

of international trade, 106

recognizing fifty-two SIDS, 181

United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD), 110, 181, 336

United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea (UNCLOS), 33

United Nations Development Program (UNDP),
352

United Nations Industrial Development
Organisation (UNIDO), 110

United Nations Millennium goals
2004 Report on implementation of, 107, 108

United Nations (‘UN’) Office of the High
Representative for the LDCs, Landlocked
Developing Countries and SIDS, 181

United States (U.S.)
adding policy/political conditions, 398

approach to the Services negotiations at UR,
150

costs of participating in a WTO dispute, 166

cotton subsidies, victims of, 170

countervailing duty investigations against
products from China, 385

CVD laws, 381

embracing high levels of IP protection, 49,
50

entering FTAs with developing countries,
279

FTAs, 278, 284–285

GSP imports from effective LDC beneficiaries,
343, 344

GSP schemes of, 341–344

haggling with EC over Services package, 154,
155

high tariff rates, 304

imports from AGOA countries, 343

major change in approach to treatment of
imports in shipping containers, 83

objections delaying working party on accession
of Iran, 194

patent protection for software, 61

patents and copyright restricted, 50

policies linking trade and human rights, 284

poorest states, 322

pressuring developing countries in UR, 157

proposed ITO charter, 136

pushing to become a member of the ACWL,
173

raising export subsidies, 148

recent initiatives, 279–285

relying on Asian technology, 52

structural advantage in WTO dispute
resolution, 400

superior negotiating power, 148, 149

unilateral pressure on developing countries, 151

unilaterally enforcing IPRs, 55

using dispute settlement system, 171

WTO disputes, 164, 165
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United States Customs Service
major change in approach to treatment of

imports in shipping containers, 83

United States Lamb Case, 266

United States Trade Representative (USTR)
enforcing IPRs, 55

United States-Line Pipe from Korea Case, 266,
267

United States-Softwood Lumber IV, 383

United States-Subsidies on Upland Cotton, 168,
383

United States-Wheat Gluten Case, 266

universal health care
as national policy in North Korea, 370

upper level
of CNL, 342

urbanization
in China, 322, 324, 325

negative consequences of rapid, 324, 325

as a problem for unitary development policy,
319

urbanization, data on, 320

Uruguay Round (UR), 146–157

attempts made to clarify meaning of Article
XXIV of the GATT, 254

conclusion of, 155

from Brussels to Marrakesh (April 1994),
154–157

from launch to Montreal (December 1988),
149–151

from Montreal to Brussels (December 1990),
152–153

issue of rules of origin in context of FTAs, 258

launched five years later than U.S. had wanted,
148, 149

launching, 147–149

mandatory standards for protection of IPRs, 124,
125

number of developing countries in, 134

results unbalanced, 159

rules governing international trade
multilateralized, 210, 211

as unbalanced, 131, 132

various agreements in, 115

Uruguay Rounds SCM
binding all members, 380

Uruguayan case, 136, 137

U.S. Court of International Trade (USITC), 55

U.S. Trade Act 154

extending GSP program for another five years,
343

GSP eligibility, 347

U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement
Working Party reviewing, 256

U.S.-Cotton dispute, 44, 45

USDOC. See Department of Commerce of the
United States (USDOC)

U.S.-Gambling dispute, 43, 44

USITC (US Court of International Trade), 55

U.S.-Jordan FTA, 278

Article 6.4(b), 282

U.S.-Korea FTA, 278

Article 19.2.1 of, 279

Article 19.2.2, 281, 282

Article 19.3.1(a), 282

Article 19.3.1(b), 283

footnote to Article 19.3.1(b) of, 283

international dispute resolution provisions,
283

not requiring enactment of national laws
beyond ILO Declaration, 281

prohibition of discrimination in employment
or occupation, 280

signing in 2007, 247

USPTO, rejection of a ‘paradigm’ as eligible for
patent protection, 58

utility patents
increasing innovation, 64, 65

utilization rates
for LDCs, 345, 346

Vanuatu
accession process, 197, 217

agreeing to within much shorter WTO time
frames, 185, 186

classified as LDC, 182, 183

economic background, 182–206

issue of transition periods, 204

reasons for suspension of, 197, 198

relying on foreign aid, 187, 188

restarting accession process, 187

resuming accession bid in 2008, 180

structural adjustment programs, 186

suspending process of accession, 179, 397

Vanuatu, restarting accession process, 187

variable geometry, 211

victims
developing countries as, 132

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
(“VCLT”)

international law rules on treaty interpretation,
97

interpreting WTO agreements, 389

Vietnam
differential corporate income tax codes, 393

Doi Moi policy, 365, 366

Vinerian Customs Union theory, 226, 227

Vinerian model, 227
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virtuous circle
permitting graduation, 397

voluntary assistance
as a cost, 26

from third parties, 19

reducing costs, 24

required to minimize costs of microtrade, 14, 15

voluntary engagement
by third parties, 16

Voluntary Export Restraints (VERs), 141

“voluntary shippers”
registering online, 19

voluntary shipping network
for microtrade, 19

Voon, Tania, 213, 214

“vulnerable country,” 286, 288, 290

Waxman-Markey bill
cap-and-trade program, 171, 172

WCO
model convention, 85, 86

WCO SAFE Framework of Standards, 85

weak IP policies
achieving rapid economic growth and

development, 49, 50

weaknesses
of developing countries in GATT, 132

weighted average rate, 257

weighted voting
developing countries opposition to, 136

Western Europe
united, 395

wireless communication technology, 17, 18

Work Programme on Small Economies, 181, 189,
190, 207, 208

working conditions, 280

Working Group on Trade and Competition,
263

working groups
replanning with separate committees, 109

Working Party on the Customs Union Agreement
between Government of the Union of South
Africa and Southern Rhodesia, 231

World Bank, 352

categorizing nations, 117

high-income country status, 9

World Bank Global Prospects Report, 237

World Bank Inspection Panel, 34, 35

World Customs Organization (WCO)
SAFE Framework of Standards, 85, 86

world population
living below poverty line, 7, 8

world trade
opening foreign markets, 8, 9

RTAs accounting for almost half of, 225

World Trade Organization (WTO), 29, 106,
352

ability to promote economic development and
alleviate poverty, 180

accession process, 191, 199, 214, 215, 325

agreements in, 89, 90

assessing impact of developmental disputes,
45–46

assistance to developing countries, 107

benefits of international trade rules, 397

contribution restricted to economic
development disputes, 40, 41

current organization of, 107–108

current rules and limitations, 112–116

development aspects of, 249

development disputes settled in, 41

disciplines of, 9, 10

dispute settlement systems of, 36, 37

established in 1994, 106

FTAs within the framework of, 252–258, 297,
298

GATT transformed into, 155

inception of, 161

international development disputes in, 40–41

investment regulation in, 51

investment rules, 391

investment-related provisions in, 260, 261

learning to live with FTAs, 248, 249

looking better and better for developing
countries, 400

majority of members developing countries, 318

meeting and negotiation schedules, 127

membership of, 40

no definitions of “developed” and “developing”
countries, 321

North Korea not a member of, 240, 364, 365,
367

oversight process of RTAs, 240

Pacific countries in, 179–180

partnering with International Monetary Fund
(‘IMF’), 180

perceived as representing developing countries
and multinational corporations, 109

precedent for application of trade law to
regions within countries, 328

principle of non-discrimination, 248

profile of development concerns in, 162

Reference Centre program, 107

reform proposals, 116–126

regulation of RTAs, 231–232

rules-based nature of, 162

subsidy provisions, 119, 120

total membership of, 191, 192
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world trading system
fragility of, 168

WTO Advisory Centre
expanding, 111

WTO Advisory Centre on WTO Law, 127

WTO Agreement
difficulty of amending, 59

preamble, 24, 180

extending coverage of GATT, 196, 197

WTO Agreement on Safeguards. See Agreement
on Safeguards

WTO Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures (SCM). See SCM
Agreement

WTO agreements
dealing with limited aspects of investment, 391

disputes arising in areas covered by, 271

WTO case
hiring outside counsel for, 166

responses to, 169

as sequel to a national trade remedies
investigation, 173, 174

WTO commitments
adherence to all at entry and without transition

periods, 212

locking in reforms, 196

WTO Committee on Trade and Development,
230

WTO developing country protections
for internal regions, 325

WTO disciplines, 111–126

WTO dispute
initiation of considered to be a hostile act,

169

WTO dispute settlement, 106

access to, 194

bodies committed to the evaluation of political
bodies, 232

imbalance in access to, 163, 401

improving capacity of SIDS to gain
concessions, 189, 190

from the perspective of developing countries,
161–175

role of developing countries in, 400

WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism, 162, 163

WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding, 174

WTO experts
reliance on relatively few, 166

WTO governance
reclaiming development in, 107, 111

WTO law
applied to container security initiative, 90

claims in, 86–92

WTO Members
categories of, 206, 207

conducting specific bilateral negotiation with
Applicants, 195, 196

cost as first question, 166

forced to rely on outside lawyers, 166

freedom of transit of goods through, 88

not party to Safety of Life at Sea Convention,
97

precedents for recognition of
sub-categorization, 208

WTO membership
benefits of, 190, 193–194

“WTO-Minus,” 259, 260

WTO missions
developing countries lacking, 165

WTO organs
reviewing agreements establishing RTAs, 230,

231

WTO panels
rulings on non-WTO law, 98

“WTO-Plus”
concessions sought from Vanuatu, 197, 198

FTAs/RTAs complementary to WTO regime,
265

provisions on investment as, 262

WTO rulings
developing countries lacking leverage to

enforce, 167–168

WTO-compatible reciprocal economic
partnership agreements (EPA). See
Economic Partnership Agreements (EPA)

Yunus, Muhammad, 19, 20
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